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I H T R O D H C T I O H 
Long before lie Is able to use language, a c^ild l i l u 
the lovei" aidboals, learn to diimriaimite aanong objects, plants, 
and other ereatnres. As he farther grovs, he not only discri-
minates btit Interacts with others » (te^elops rarlous t ies and 
relations with them* Presoaably, aU of the orders In man*s 
coneepts of natnxml phensnena begas wlto his pereeptlon of 
dlfferenses and InteraetloBs w l ^ the things si^rroundlng hla* 
As man Is a social aMmelf he U-res In, and consegnently 
beeoiMS the aeaa&er of different soelal groups* These groiq>s 
are made b^iauiM of eommon Idwilogy, plaee of 11-vlng, language, 
culture and mutual Interttependenoe. Soelal groups are mainly 
divided Into two broad categories vls«, primary mid secondai7. 
The mefldiers In a primary gro^ share close. Intimate and warm 
personal t i es w l ^ one another* Such groups are generally 
small and of face to face nature* The relationship In a 
secondary group Is mostly fomal, i^ol aod contractual. I t 
Is not necessary for the asgg)er of a secondary group to partis 
olpate In such groups as whole personalities| rather they 
relate themselifes with t!w group through functions or sowm 
special capacities* Social organisations s^ r-ve the best 
exaople of such groups* 
WhothBr in a prlaary or in a saeondary groizp* the 
individual always responds seleetifely to the group maa^rs. 
B9 eofBtBa near to only those t iriw respond to hia and avoids 
those ifh<» he fee ls he can not be interested or who may refuse 
to aeeept hia* 
Over the <wntaries« ^loughtfol individuals in many 
different f ields (poets, philosophers, novelists) have sought 
to undex^tand the mitsire of our interaetions with otters. The 
outo(»Mi of tlMir «>lleetive efforts , i s in the fora of a vast 
body of *inforBal knovledge* concerning the nature of social 
behavior* I t was Moreno, who made in i t ia l efforts, to study 
the interpersonal relationships in a formal and scientific way* 
Jaoob L« Moreno devised the soeioaetrle test to study the 
interpersonal relationships, e:qpre8sed through choices and 
autual attractions. I t vas Moreno's genius to contrive 
criteron for uncovering the interpenKinal choices of the 
children for one another* This vas certainly an efficient 
method of asasuring group struetare vhieh i s not yet exceeded 
by any method in i t s usefulness for the study of inteipersonal 
choices* 
Infaet, the origin of soeioaetrle thinking vas present 
in Moreno* 8 book "TJas Stegreifiaieater'' (1923), but the founda-
tion stone of the socioaetrio movement vas laid by his ii»st 
stinnlating "book entitled *\n» Shall SurviviP (1953), in which 
iocl<»Betr7 vas presented as an ia|K>rtaiit teehniqoe of undeiw 
standing the Interpersonal attraction. The greatest contri-
bution of Mbreno i s that he deireloped a teehni(|ue, which made 
i t possible to investigate the ismies vhioh were merely specu-
lated prerLously* This technicpe permits the analysis of 
each persoru position and status irltlsin the group« with 
respect to a par^eular criteria (Horeno^ 193^) • 
Thus so<^joaetric te^ niQE«w i s a method to determine 
thB degree to i^ i<Ai individuals are aeeepted in a group, to 
dlseofer ^is relationships ^ a t exist imeng these inviyiduals, 
to reimal group structure, and to identifjr subdivisions of the 
group and various types of grcfop poftLtiomi l i t e populars, 
nsgleetees, i solates , etc* (Sharma, 1975)* One might s ^ that 
sociometry i s the study and meamurement of social choices* 
I t has also been called as a means^  studying the attractioiui 
and repulsions of members of groins* In short, sociometry i s 
a broad term indicating a nraber of methods of gathering and 
analyzing data on the choice, eaamninieation and interaction 
patterns of individuals in groups* 
In 1912 Moreno had developed t%pe l^ypothesis, which later 
on, became genesis of sociometry* TIMM we ret 
1. The spatial prozloity hypothesis and 
2 . The temporal proximity hypothesis 
AoeerdlBg to the f irsts thi ntarer tve individual ar« 
to eaeh otter in spaeoy thi laor* do tlMiy ovo to eaoh other 
their imaedlate atttntloQ and aeoeptanae* The eeoond hypo^esls 
postalatees 
'*The seqaeooe of proxladty in time establltfaes a 
pxeelse order of social att«)stloii and -roneratlon aeeordlng to 
a temporal iaperatlve, tb» here and nov deaaade help f i r s t , 
the next la tine to the here and now hackirard audi forward 
reqpxires help next*" 
The basie theoretleal frame de-veloped and guided by the 
praetleal insights frcMB the fields was finally reported in 
193^ with nach enthusiasm around. Florian Znanieoki (1937) 
has remarleeds 
"The Issues raised 1:^  new field (soeiooetry) vers old 
soelologieal probleas but that soeioawtry merits the credit 
for enisling the behavioral scientists to study phenoaeoa 
which for ttwusaads of years have attracted the social 
scientists and were rather CYaluated than iniwstlgated.** 
The basic sodonetrio technlqpes were generated between 
1918 and 1923* By 1932 the ^oeriean public were made aware 
of thB concepts and research tools* Since i t s inception in 
193* ,^ soeioaetry has been successfully re-vealing the group 
structure (BTans, 1962)* An interesting era in the f ie ld, 
bov«<fer» began vben seTeraL Inportant -variables vera related 
to the soeloaetrie status of the indlTidual. The purpose was 
to understazid, as to Mhy sose people are nore socially 
aeo^tedf while others are rejected* There are several 
important Tarlables vhieh ha^ been toanA to be related with 
the soeloaetrie data* BB|»arleal studies have shovn that physi-
cal attractiveness (Cooper^ 19Mi'| Lee, 19^31 Walster, 197*«-l 
Miller, 19781 Mndnx, 1981 etc . ) i InteUlgenee (Hsber, 195^5 
Wrlghter, 19H8| Blasley, 19»*8l Mannrlno, 1976)^ age (Saber, 
1956; Cohen, 1977)i race (Gk>ttaaa, 1977)$ iweloeeonoraie status 
(Lundberg, 19371 Sower, I^^S; Becker and Looiis, 19*f8| Caaqsell, 
^9&¥% St* John, 197O1 Bamett and Zukerl, 1977* Buraynaki, 
1980) and personality traits (Seague, 1933$ Fleming, 1935$ 
tirdoon, 19$H>$ Lead-Skold, 1973) •to* are the isq^rtant factors 
in detondLnlng ^se soolx»Betrlc stotes of the Individual* 
Beviewlng ^le work on soeSooetric ohoioes, one wonders 
that while the SIJOW aentioned factors have been given maeh 
lapertttBoe in (totoxfldning the s o c l o m t i ^ choices, person 
pereeptlon processes^roeesses by i^ilch man <^aes to Icnow and 
to tSiinlc aibout otoer persons, Idseir eharaetorlstles, qualities 
and lni»r stotos has been ignored* EealislT^; this fact the 
purpose of present stody i s to bring eat the difference in the 
perceptual processes of popolan, naglectees and Isolatos, 
when they are required to evaluato their owaself and others* 
•Person perception* or 'ifflppeaslon for mation* i s 
referred to the vay we 'percelTe* or * cognize* otter persons— 
their intentions, attitactesy trai ts , eaiotlons, ideas, abi l i t ies 
and purposes, as well as their owrt behaviour and physical 
characteristics* In other vords, person perception refers to 
the processes hy which aan ccmes to know and to think sibout 
other persons, iikeir characteristics, qaalitles and iner 
states* The tera * perception * i s taken sometimes as 
* apperception and cognition* • I t i s also naned as social 
perception, persons cognition and inteipersonal perception. 
Perhaps the best term i s that used by oany French writers, 
WIK> speak of **la Connaissance d'aatrui** which in Si^lish 
aeans "knowledge of otbers"« Anottier good tera, as Kaminski 
(1959, 63) has ably argued, would be *social cognition*. 
Whatever tbs label, the basic q^stlon remains the seani, 
"how we pei^sei^ and know the characteristics of other 
personsF*? I s this process distinguishable fr«MB other forms 
of pereei^ng and knowing? Heider (195B) wrotes '^ we shall 
speak of * thing* perception as non-sooisl perception v^en we 
mean the perception of inanimate objects, and of *person-
perception* or 'social perception* i^en we mean the perception 
of another persswn.** 
Tbs inferences and observations which we make about 
other people are mainly about emotions, intentions, attitudes, 
IdeaSy abllltlesy purposes, t:ralts, thoughts, perceptions, 
iBen>rle8>events that are inside the person and strictly 
phyehologlcal* This makes a difference between the person 
perception and other forms of perception. In addition, in 
person perception, the slrallarity betveen the pex'ceiver and 
the perceived object i s greater than in any other case* This 
unique fact probably inclines and enables the perceiver to 
main fu l l use of his own experience in perceiving, judging 
or infering others state or intentions (Tagluri, 195^)* 
Iqpressions can be based upon a vide variety of information 
about the other person. 
The process of how we know j^ople did not receive formal 
and separate attention untl l l the later part of the ninetenth 
century* Darwlns work (I872) in motional expressions and 
their recognition gave scientlf j.c iiqtettts to this problem, 
and at the beginning of this century, the rar^e of questions 
was extended! Bow do we know ai^ characteristics of another 
(Hollingworth, 1911)? What are the characteristics of the 
**good judge" of other person? Later, concern spread to the 
s t i l l broaden problem of how people perceive or know their 
human environment in general* Many writers, including Cooley, 
Mead, G*V* AUport, S Brunswik, H*H. Murrey, Tagluri, Taf t , 
Samiiraki, etc* drew attention to the ioportanee of understanding 
these processes* 
People use various cues. Information, and concepts 
while forming inpression or in blinking about others* But the 
question arises; What eure tiiese euei^ People can arri-ve at 
some evaluation of another person frma almost ^any* data, and 
tiiat they do so with a h i ^ degree of consensus (Asch, 19^) • 
This has been i^ iovn in various stodies using a great variety 
of cues, audu as aetual persons, photographs, voice recordings, 
trait information, posture (Shman, t9^)« schematic represen-
tations of persons (Rosenberg and Langer, 1965) and paths 
described by a person (Tagiuri, I960). Peoples* feelings 
toward, and reactions to,criticisms and deprivation vary 
draaatieeuLly aecordii^ to whether the otdier person i s seen as 
having **intended, or as having been responsible for the 
negative action. This suggests tiiat people may be very alert 
to ani wat<^iful for cues of this euipect of tiie other (Hastorf, 
196iff Jones and DeCharms, 1958| Strickland, 1958; Strickland, 
Jones and Smith, 1960; Thibaut and Rleeken, 195^)* ^vo other 
aspects that seem stroi^ly to attract the beholder's attention 
are a person's good-bad qualities (Heider, 195Sh| Osgood, 1953) 
and his relative 'power* (Pepitone, 1958)* ipart from such 
general aqpeots of the other person, which are probably basic 
to interpersonalfi^-ldtlon, i t sewms likely that the attributes 
of the ofAiBr person to which attention i s given depend on the 
TQotivational stat» of the judge (Berlew and Williams, 196M-) • 
IQ oonolusionf i t qpptars ^ a t p«ppl« UM a large Yarl«ty 
of eoes to mate lafBronooi about tha atato of nlnd and paraonal 
qaalitles of other personal they seek to ooiiblne thaae infer-
enees in Tarloua vayt to aehie-fe a unified and organised 
lopression. 
Our pereeptiont of other persona set the sta^e for oor 
later interaetions with then* That i s , our peroeptions of 
their feelingsf BK»tiaras« intensions and eharaeteristics 
stroi^ly affeet ^M way we reaet to and with them* Indeed, 
i t i s hard to imagine any aspect of our social relations vhieh 
is* not* strongly affected by s u ^ perceptions* 
A thorough rsTiev of the literatoze re'veaLs that self 
perception holds an important place in person perception. A 
person* s self-image has an important impact iipon his perception 
of otSier people* Peterson's study (19^) reteals that pecn l^e 
may pereei've others in sudi a way as to protect or enhance 
their concept of tttWBsel'ras** teall situational changes in 
se l f image are capable of producing related specific changes 
in images of other people (Povel Levick, 19$3)* 
The studies of the processes vhich help the individual to 
know otiiers and to himself and ths differences in th» personality 
characteristics of individuals having different aooiometrie status 
i o 
la ads «8 to 0Sp«et tiuit popularity and lactation In social 
groupa may ba dua tm 
( i ) Aeqairing paraonality tralta vhieh ara adsdrad ia tha 
aoeiaty, 
( i i ) ara halpfol ia aaking iSbm individiaal tha oantra of 
attantloB of o^iarsf and 
( i i l ) eoRvin^ by vay of ii^raaaion managnBaat that tha 
paraon baa Urn traita uliioh are liicaibla by tha people, 
aad vhieh reader hla to ba trustworthy and lllseabla* 
Thus tha a-vtluation of traita (adjeetiTas tisad for 
deseribing others) appear to ba signifleant aapeet of 
interpersoaal pereeption^ tliat has Boeh to do with tha 
popularity of ttm individual* 
fiH4PT]ffl " I I 
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R E Y S I W Qg L I T B R A T P R S 
Ermrj man i s a iDsmber of a gxonp* The group may be big 
or anally priaar; or seeondary* This group i s a veb of social 
relationsMps* Social relations ara astabliahad through inter-
as tion between the irarSAua B«Bbers of the group* Other persons 
and our relations with them are sioply too ioportant a part of 
our l i i e s * Understanding the nature of huaan social behaviour 
(interpersonal behavior) has been the coneem of thinkers oTsr 
eenturies. PhiloMphers hairs expressed a ksen interest in the 
nature and origins of human social behavior. Indeed, even 
those two chants of ancient thought, Plate and Aristotle, paid 
consideriA)le attention to many aspects of social interaction. 
Speculations (Mivering human social behavior are as old as 
recorded history, and probably preceded even the development 
of written lai^^age. However, t\)» systematic investigation 
of group structure and the individuals place in i t had i t s 
chief origin in the wjrk of Koreno, "Who Shall Survive?" 
Moreno devised *Sociometrlc test* t» study tb» interpersonal 
relationships expressed through choices and mutual attractions. 
The greatest contribution of Moreno i s ^ a t he developed a 
teehniqae Vhi^ made i t possible to investigate the issues 
which were merely speculated previously* SofitMsetry permits 
the analysis of eaeh person's position and status within the 
group w i ^ respect to a particular criterion* 
The basle soelonetrle teohnlqae was generated between 
1918 and 1923. I t wag followed by isiportant researches on 
the part of the other Imrestigators. Hewstetter, Peldstein 
and Neveomb (1938) applied sooic»9etrle teehnlque to a boys* 
eanp and some other group sltaations with partiealar atten-
tion to longiti»linal studies of stabil ity of relationship* 
Using soeliMMitryf Jenings (19^3^ studied relationship among 
girls in a state draining sehc»l« She identified stars and 
isolates and identified their personalis eharaeteristies with 
the help of ease studies. Hunt and SoloB»n (19W2} found 
se-veral signif leant eorrelations between personality traits 
and group status. 
The review of literature on sociooetry reireals that the 
identification of various variables to be related to socio-
aetrie acceptability has been the ehi«f eoneem of researchers. 
Intelligence i s one of the variables» smst frequently related 
to soci(»Mtric status. Heber (195^) reported a staidy in which 
the groups representing three levels (muaely h i ^ , average and 
low) of intelligence were eoopared in terns of their socioiae-
trie stalus. The results shmred ^lat children of high inte-
lligeiMe were narkedly high.e3^in sociooetrie status than the 
children of low intelligence. This finding i s in agreeizent 
with what was earlier reported by Qrossaan and Wrighter (19Ud) 
and Bonaey ( 1 9 ^ ) . 
hj 
Socio-economic status i s another variable which has 
been related to socioisetrle status of children. Early stiKiiei 
by Sover (19W^), Backer and Locmln (19^8), GaB^>ell (I96if), 
St» John (1970) and S t . John and Levis (1975) have shown 
that the children coming fr<^ higher socio-economic status 
and background have dcireloped more positive other concepts 
than those belonging to a lower socioeconomic bsckgroui^i. 
However, the studies conducted by Zuker and Barnett, (1977) 
and Burzynski, (1980) are representative of the approaches 
which envisage that relationship betimen socioeconomic s tatus , 
far froa being slirple and d i rec t , i s aroderated by a large 
number of enviroraraental and experimental factors. 
Researches !mve been reported in which relationship 
between sociometric choice and observed acceptance of children 
belonging to different rac ia l groups has been explored. 
Gottmann (1977) found that while there was no relationship 
between sociometric choice oxA observed acceptance in a f^ roup 
of 3-5 years old, t^ie relatlxinshlp between sociometric rejec-
t ion and negative interaction was moderately posit ive ( r « .30) 
Porter (1971) using a projective meamre of •oclometric 
acceptance found that except for one group of White children 
rejecting Blacks in sociometric choice| tifhite 5 year olds 
selected Blacks most frecpently as playmates. 
1 
! -i 
A study conducted by Joseph Hraba and Geoffrey Grant 
(1970) examiiied the racial preferences of black children in an 
interracial setting. I t was found that the majority of the 
black children preferred the black doUsi l ike ths blacks the 
- majority of the White children preferred the dolls of 
their own race* 
Structural characteristics of family i s yet another 
factor related to popularity. The review of literature reveals 
that structural eharaeteristies of family have significant 
effects on tiie popularity-isolation of people. Oden and 
As^r*t (1977) findings have shown that the social sk i l l 
dimension of popularity acfuired by tiie children of differing 
birtAi order accounts for their popularity. This study i s 
further supported and confirmed by the investigation carried 
out by Miller and Maruyama (197^). They found that later born 
children to be more popular than early born children. In an 
analysis of traits associated with popularly i t was reported 
that positive intexperMnal ski l ls mre responsible for the 
popularity of tlM later->born children. The f irs t born children 
are lliDsly to dominate« co«ece, and eicploite younger siblings 
which subsequently influence their popularity adversely, but 
later-)x>m grow tolerance, acewBodation, and therefore, enjoy 
more popular status than their older brothers and s is ters . 
1.; 
ThB la^aet of parents* attitude on the children* s aocio-
metric choices has also been the concern of social psychologists. 
An in^ortant study to determine the Impaet of parental values 
and attitudes wasi conducted by Cdhen (1977)« The results shoved 
that the pear group homogenil^, friendship patterns and inter-
personal choices are significantly influenced by parental 
attitudes* 
Not only t ^ parental values, but teachers values also 
have strong effect txpon the popularity. In a study carried 
out by Gerard, Jackson and ConoUy (1975)» i t was found out 
that popularly was strongly affected by the teacher*s values. 
ThB study was (K>aducted in sulti-etihnic olassrooas in which 
there was large aoober of White children. Teaohera were asked 
to rate the children* s academic motivation and fron this 
teachers* bias seores were obtained. A biased teacher was 
one who undersstimated the academic motivation of a child 
belonging to minority group, as c«sp«red to the child's actuiO. 
performance, and overestimated the aeadenic motivation of 
white children. The teadiers who expressed this bias were 
coflpared to those who did not underestimate the ability of 
the minority <diildren or overestimated the ability of White 
children. An examination of the friendship nomination 
recei-^ md by children in thoM two types of classrooms revealed 
that the "more biaiMd a teacher was toward minority children, 
u 
th« fevep friendship choices those children received from 
Whiterf^ ^ 
PERaPNALITY CgARACTERISTICat 
For those persons working with groups* i t i s beeooii^ 
important not only to deterainB the socionietrie relationships 
existing vitiiifi the groups* hut also to have soae knowledge 
of the personality ^araoteristies whi^ are frequently asso-
eiated with social selection and rejection. Korthway and 
Wigdor (1^«V) carxded out a study where Borschach was eiaployed 
to investigate ii» personality patterns of «>oi(MM trie ally 
selected groups* In their population of eif^th grade diildren, 
i t was found that low socicMBetric status was ususlly associated 
with reeeissive, sehisoid, psychoneurotic patterns and 
inefficiently aggressive behavior* 
A slailar study by Dahlke (1953) reveals that perso>-
nality adjustaent i s related to the interaction and choice 
status in the scl^ol* Poorly sdjusted children would rate low 
as c<»i|>ared to t ^ s e who are better adjusted* Studies Iqr 
Barron (19^9), Botawy (19H'3)» Hardy (1937)* Bronfenbre7»^^f 
(19W7), %hlen and Bretseh (19W» and Horthway (19W7> have 
indicated ^ e relationship between high social status and 
tlw Bore positive personality charaeteristies* Underohosen 
individuals* in these investigations* have freqpiently been 
1? 
found to possess i>er«>naXlt7 patterns vhlch imply the presence 
of emotional pTctolama of a possibly serious order. Baron 
(1953) undertook a study to bring out contribution of personal 
social characterlstios to classroom !K}cial status and also 
the JLo^ aet of such status upon tbe individual. The findings 
of the study were that high status girls seldom indicate the 
presence of adverse emotionality or a sense of inordinate 
enrlroaaental demands* They eoinpare theraselves favorably 
vith their peers, feel secure in status, enjoy group activi-
t i e s , display *'systeraatie" behaviour infrequently BBA appear 
to have establi^ed satisfactory home and sdiw>l relationships. 
Girls of average social status reveal some degree of over-
sensitiveness and a sense of envlroniMTital pressure. Girls 
of low social status frequently indicate the presence of 
adverse emotionality, a sense of excessive environmental 
demands and they &3^ax9 unfavourably v i ^ peers. 
Hil ls (1952) studied personality (^aracteristlcs of the 
most-pc^ular and least popular <^>lle^ students. On the sa3eE|>les 
of 21 g»st popular and 21 leas t popular students, the I4HP1, 
Rorschach and TAT vere a^miidetered. The results indicated 
that the tvo groups %iere significantly different in their 
personality patterns. The HHPI results shoved that the most 
popular vere* 
a) l e s s deviant o r eccent r ic ii responding ( F ) , b) more 
defensive ( k ) , (e) l e s s psychostl^nic (PT), d) l e s s schizo-
phrenic (SC), (e) l e s s raanic (Ma). The Rorschach in t e rp re -
t a t i on showed t h a t popular students had matured form l e v ^ 
and the UT5)optilar had s ign i f i can t ly poorer form l e v e l . On 
the TAT, the popular s tudents gave themes involving the more 
tender eiwtion of congeneial i ty , t r a n q u i l i t y , offering aid 
t o the parent and showing (K>nten'bnent with a par tner of 
opposite sex. When h o s t i l i t y was aroused, the populars 
tended to give i t a d i r e c t express ion. 
Pem^in Solomon ( 1 9 ^ ) administered Six Personal i ty 
Variable Inventory on a group of sociometrical ly divided 
sub jec t s . The r e s u l t s revealed tha t the soclometric s t a tus 
were r e l a t ed to the r a t i ngs on such variables a s , generous-
s t ingy , affectJU>nate-cold, en thus i a s t i c - apa the t i c , but not on 
the va r i ab l e s IIIBB subraission-doraination, shy-bold, stubborn-
y ie ld ing , e t c . 
Another study was conducted by Borg and Tupes (195S) 
to inves t iga te the re la t ionsh ip between persona l i ty charac-
t e r i s t i c s and leadership performances in d i f fe ren t task 
s i t u a t i o n s . Subjects of d i f fe ren t socioraetric s t a tus were 
asked to perform d i f fe ren t t a s k s . Judges were asked to r a t e 
persona l i ty t r a i t s of the subjects on the bas i s of t h e i r 
observations of subjects* performance on the task. The 
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resul ts showed that the socioaietrle leaders were rated high 
on assertiveness, orderliness, extraverslon and social matu-
r i t y , while subjects low in socioaetric status vrere rated high 
on r^uroticism, social immaturity and lack of energy. Kirchoff 
(197^) demonstrated that sociometric populars witii posi t ive-
other concepts were more f o r t h r i ^ t , self disclplirted, sensi-
t i ve , conforming, ojnscienti^ms and ^onteneous ihan t h o ^ 
low on aocioiMitric t e s t and with negativeoother concept. 
The resul ts of the study of DeGreda et a l . (1966), where 
friendly and unfriendly couples were drawn on the basis of 
sociometric measurement, showed that friendly pairs were more 
similar , perceived themselves as more similar, and in the i r 
case perceived similarity wg^ higher than the objective 
s imilar i ty . 
Nayar (1962) wanted to find personality characteris t ics 
of various sociometric groT:5>s l ike populars, 'non-leaders' and 
isolates* His r e m i t s revealed that leaders (populars) 
posses s^ maximum sociometric choices, 'non-leaders' maximum 
rejections and the isolates ranged between six percent positive 
and six percent negative ci l ices* Analysis of subjects* 
responses re^i^aled that in scholastio aptitude leaders were 
superior to noii-leaaers and i so l a t e s . Academic leaders were 
l ess aseendent and more 8ul»9iissive, while extra-curricular 
•^ •.! 
leaders vere laore ascendeat and less submissive* On TAT, 
leaders gave variety of themes and built up ridi stories, 
obviously superior to non-leaders* 
Oaur (1967) undertook a study of personality profiles 
ofmsolates Identified on the basis of soeioaetrle analysis* 
He used lf99 girls and 5^ 1 boys as subjects* Results revealed 
that the girl isolates were introverts and day dreamers, and 
vere afraid of sAtieipated limitations* The boy isolates were 
reported to be dull, aaladjusted, eq>prehensive, and suggesting 
no imaginative thenss* 
Sharma (1970) conducted a study to find out the most 
ijBportant factors to be associated with the sociome trie ally 
identified groups like populars, negleetees and isolates* The 
results revealed tiiat a muaber of factors sudi as socdo-
econofflle status, social sk i l l s and personality are positively 
related to ttat popularly and isolation* Higher socio-economic 
status in terns of parents* In&me and education was related 
with popularity and lover soclo->eeon»alc status was related 
to isolation* Skilfulness was also found to be an important 
determinant of popularity* Populars were h l ^ on ski l l s l ike 
making pen-friend3, arranging exhibitions, debating, atheletic 
c a p ^ l l i t i e s e tc . As far as personality traits are concerned, 
i t i s reported thati there i s lo t of similarity In the 
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personality characteristics of ttnaflcepted popfig, whereas 
those of accepted and tinaeeepted are dissimilar* Populars 
are generally aggressive and overt, assertive, courageous 
and vigorous, confident and they play superiority roles* 
uiMbcoepted pupils are submissive, non-confident, coward, weak, 
self ish and non-cooperative. 
Wanl (1980) in a study found that the sociometrlc 
popularity Is related to social context. I t was loivad that 
generally leadership roles are assoasd by the populars - the 
subjects cho£»n as chums were more rec€(ptlve, warm, placid 
uninhibited and tolerant* Sxtra-currloular leaders were 
aggressive, l ive ly , free thinking and resourceful and academic 
leaders were more intell igent, a l i t t l e oool, rule bound, 
shy and shrend* 
Wanl (1982) undertook another study to verify whether 
personality charaeterlstles, generally found associated with 
persons belonging to different soeloawtrle categories in one 
cultural group are also applicable to oorrs8]M>nding socio-
nstrio categories found in different cultural grotps. TIM 
exjpectatlon that sociometrlc populars in one culture may be 
different in their personality traits from their counterparts 
in another culture, was based on the assun^tlen that each 
culture, according to i t s philosophy of l i f e , existential 
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sitwatlons, types of roles required for fulf i l l ing the primary 
and secondary needs, considers certain personality character-
i s t i c s of h l ^ e r esteem thmi others* There was nuch esiiplrieal 
evidence to support the contention that people l ikely to 
emerge as popular are those Who are characterized by the 
traits wMch are considered socially desirable by the members 
of the group who nominate them for different sociometric 
categories* 
PHYSICIL ATTRACTIVBHgSSt 
Ths standards of physicsl attraotlTeness vary from 
culture to culture and fr<» one time period to another. When 
ve see pictures of the '^beautiful people** trca another time or 
place, %re tend to l a a ^ more of tea than to feel a%res truck* 
Nevertheless, within a particular culture at a particular 
time, there i s fairly good agreement as to just vho should 
be classified as beautiful %iomen ov handsome men (Bersoheld 
and Walster, I97^a)* Researchers have investigated the Impact 
of physical attractiveness on social interaction* Recent 
researches demonstrate that an individual's physicsl attarac-
tiveness does affect other's reaotion to hlJi. Specifically, 
i t influences f irs t impressions of i^ers (Miller, 1970; Dion 
et al#, 1972) and heterosexual attraction (Walster, 1966; 
Bsrscheid et al* 1971)* Physically attractive individuals 
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typically receive more favotsrable evaluations than their less 
attractive counterparts* For example, in the Dion et a l . 
(1972) stady, subjects inferred that attractive persons 
possessed aore socially desirsA)le personality traits than 
unattractive individuals, e*g«, the former were seen as 
friendliery variaer, aore stable and aore sincere. Study of 
Dion & Sllen Berscheid (197^) indicate ti:iat young children's 
physical attraetivemss i s related h o ^ to popularity in their 
peer groups and to peer's perosption of their social behavior. 
Mills and Aronsen (196^) have directly deoons^mted tiiat 
physical attractiveness i s a usuiible source in social 
influence* The results of the studies conducted by McWhit«r 
(1959), Moss (1969)» and Byrner (1971) t in different test 
situations t revealed that attractivensss had a positive 
influence on interpersonal attraction* 
A recent study of physical attractiveness and T>opularity 
in different interpersonal situations has been reported by 
Maddux (1980), who separated a group of 196 subjects on the 
basis of socimsetric analyses* The choice criteria veret to 
enjoy togettierf to work toge^Mr, to play togetiier« and to 
talk to each other* The study revealed that on a l l these 
criteria physicdly most attractive subjects received more 
choices thui physically l e s s attractive*^ 
Z-t 
Ths review of literature on i^ciometrlo choices reveals 
that a very lnqportant aspeet* l*e« the process of Interpersonal 
perception has been badly ignored* I t i s the process by vhlcdi 
maixk effises to Icnov and think about o^er persons, their inner 
states, qualities and eharacterlsties. In other words person 
pereeptlon laeans "ii^ression foroatlorf* • The term perception 
i s taken soaetiLaes as "apperception and eognltloif** It i s 
also teraed as social perception, perfR>n cognition and inter-
personal perception* But many French writers have perhaps 
used th» best tern i*e* *'la Connaissanoe d^antrui" which in 
Sngllsh aeans **ki»wledge of others* Yet one more good tern 
i s "soeisl cognitio!f» given by Kamlnsld (1959, 1963). What-
ever, the label, i t can not be denied that interpersonal 
perception has got an inqportant place in the process of 
interpersonal relationships* Our perceptions of other persomi 
set the stage for our later interactions w i ^ them* Since 
the purpose of the present study i s to find out the relevcuice 
of evaluation of the traits in self and ether perception of 
populars neglectees and isolates , i t was essential to review 
the literature on person pereeptlon* 
Historically, tl^ study of person perception began with 
the work on recognition of en»tions more than a hundred 3rears 
ago, when Charles Darwin published "The Expression of the 
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Baotiorui in Man and AniaaL^ (1872). Daxvin*8 writing stiimi^ 
lated a -maSavt of psyehologlsts to look further into this 
mattor* Mueh of tho oxporlaental woifc in person perception 
upto the 1930 deals witb this problem. After that time, 
attention was focused on the ability to know otSiers, qualities 
and on the processes leading to such knowledge and the subject 
of reoognition of eaotions lay quiescent for scmm 15 years. 
Then in 1950t arti<P.es on recognition of ttMtion began to 
appear again alongwith works on other ai^eets of person-
perception* Sin<» the present study i s concercMd w i ^ the 
trait eTaluation in self and other per<»ption, the surrey of 
literature on person perception would be restricted to this 
particular ai«a« 
TTTie PRQf!gSSgS OF tSDMim QTHlBtSi 
Pereeptualy cogniti-ve &A aff^ttiTO processes all appear 
to play a part when we fonn an iapression of another penron. 
TiMse processes CBXI also be called as the input, laentaL, aivl 
output processes* In the process of person perception the 
Yery f i r s t step i s the cue selection (input) process. Out 
of al l the information afailable about the other person, the 
pereeiver seems to notice only a part of i t* The second st^p 
i s ths confining of these informations. In other words the 
perceiver construes l^e information selected in such a ws^ as 
to ii^er general traits and variety of other personal 
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characteristics. This i s follov«d by the third phase In which 
laplioations are drsini as to what additional qualities or 
characteristics the other person might he e jec ted to possess. 
Many re^|r€^rs beeffi» interested in knowing the major 
ci:»s, inforiutlonf and concepts that people use in forming an 
iapression or in thinking about ot2iers. 
Vfhat an individual notiees about his fellowmen vaides, 
of course, with the eultare* As Hallovell (1951) pointed out, 
the Ojibvay male apparently notices f i r s t whether or not a 
%K)man i s a totemie sister (and sexually taboo). We may 
perceive a person's general dress f i r s t , or his seeming direct-
ness, or his wamth or aloofness. One's culture and the 
demands of the siatutlon play an in^ortant role in focusslns; 
one's attention on <^rtain aspects. 
Appearanoe plays an ijaqjortant role in person perception 
by establishing the identity of the other person and enabling 
the pereei'ver to categorize him in terras of age, sex, perhaps 
social class and a variety of other (^aracteristics. Stone 
(1962) reported that most people assume that an individual 
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expresses himself throofpi his appearance, thereby providing 
valuable inforaation about his values, tastes ajid attitudes; 
he may, pex^iaps, reveal sons of his personality traits , such 
as carefulness or fastidiousness, and betragr his imsods - for 
exaople, whethor he i s gaily or «>abrely dressed. 
Specific features of persons sppearanee may be used 
as clues to personal qualities. Secord and his colleagues 
(1958) have investigated ttoe part p lay^ by phystegnomic 
characteristic* Their %R>rk indicates that two distinct 
aspects of the face are inportants (a) the structural or 
physiognoaic aspect -^  for exaanple, lei^th of face, height of 
brov) and (b) the expressi'ra features brought about by the 
contractions of the facial aaseulature (for exanple, t^pe of 
s d i e ) . Their studies also reveal that subjects show consi^ 
derate agreement in attributing personality traits to faces 
with particular pl^siognoaie (diaracteristies, although soiae 
individual and group differenoes exist . 
QaoB studies have investigated the particular physio-
gnomic cues uti l ised for inferring perwnality tra i ts . Secord 
and Muthard (1955) had subjects rate ptotographs of young 
women on physiognomic and per^nalit^ diaracteristlcs and from 
t^e ratiiu;s they %rere able to identify t^ose attributes of 
appearance responsible for the lopressions* For exan^le. 
woman who has murrow eyes^ a relaxed mouth with thick l ips 
and lo ts ofl3|>stick were seen as aore sexually attractive, 
passionate az»3 feadnate t^an woman with thin, straight l i p s , 
a coopressed sotit^ and wearing l i t t l e lipstick} oKiral diarac-
ter was associated with b r i ^ t eyes* Sisdlarly Secord, Dukes, 
and Beran (195^) deim^nstratad that issn with a dark cosplexion, 
coarse oily sKin, heayy eyebrows and a striaght Biouth were 
perceived as hDstile, qaiek tenpered, shy, boerish and 
conceited* A pleasant expression, regular features and neat 
ippearanee are positively correlated with judgements of 
Intelligenoe (Cook, 1939)* 
The effect on igQ>res8ion formation of other aspects of 
appearaitte, 8U<^  as build, has received l i t t l e attention, 
despite the interest of Psychiatrists, such as Kretsdamer 
(1936) and psychologists lik» Sheldon ( 1 ^ 0 , 1^42) who have 
shown Vbd relationship between body build, periwnality and 
mental i l lness* Secord and Baekman (19^) point out that body 
build i s an inrportant cue to personalis impressions, thouif^  
the impression may not be valid* 
People can arrive at some evaluation of another person 
from almost any data (Asch, ^SM>)^ This has been shown in 
various studies using a great variety of cues, such as actual 
person, photographs, voice recordings, trait information. 
posture (Skraan, 1^*i-), seheiaatio representations of persons* 
(Hoseniberg and Langer, 19^5)t and patiis described by a person 
(Talguri, 1960a). 
As Brunsvlk (19^6) and Bolder (1958) have made clear, 
cues are lnter<diangeable and a great varJ^ty of them can lead 
one to attribute to another aertain traits or dispositions. 
I t i s the attributed dista!, (K>Tert "dispositional" (|ualities 
(Heiders term) of the other that mrve to guide one's beha-
viour toward him, and i t i s with these ^ e perceiver i s 
ultiaately eoncemsd. Jones and Davis (19^5) have given a 
very helpful treatawnt of tiie process of attributing dlsposi> 
tlons froiB acts* ScH&e dispositions and states are siore 
Important ^variables in interaction than others| cues to these 
may draw special attention* teong the aspects of another to 
which a person particularly attends to are his Intentions, 
especially when the action i s directed towards the beholder. 
Indeed, there i s a general tendency to see others as 'origins' 
and ^ responsible agents* of actions (Holder, I958a| Pepitone, 
1958)• 
Poople*s feeling toward nod reaetioas to, criticisBi and 
deprivation vary dramatically i^eordii^ to whether, the other 
person i s seen as having * intended*, or as having been respoiw 
sible for the negative action. This suggests that people may 
be vex7 alert to and watchful for cues of this aspect of the 
o^er (Hastorf, 196M-I Jones and de Charms, 1958, StrlcIcLanci, 
.; J 
1958} Strickland, Jonts CBid Smith, I960; Thibaait and Riecken, 
1955)» Two other aspeets that saem strongly to attract tfaa 
beholders attention are a person's good-bad qualities (Hdider, 
1958bj Osgood, 1953) and his r^atiye 'power* (Pepitone, 1958). 
ThB attributes of the other person to whicdt attention i s given 
depend on the motivitional state of the judge (Berlew aid 
Winiaas, 196if). 
b) BffBct Qf fionlfgntaal fnctogg' 
The beholder has two external sources of information 
about t^e states, feelings, attributes, and intentions of the 
otheras i ) the object per«»n, and ( i i ) the situation or 
context of the object. Usually a person i s seen in a context, 
and the per(^iver ut i l i ses cues from both the person and the 
situation* Indeed, i t i s by using the *o<»BbinatiLon' of 
izxTomation available from botb these sources tiiat we arri-ve 
very often at judgenents that are sufficiently correct to 
form the basis of siK>oth interaction with our social environ-
ment. (Taiguri, 195^). 
Contextual factors affect the per^^tion of a sociid 
stimulus in much the same way as * field* variable affect thn 
perception of physical stlmLli; the meaning of a stimulus 
varies witii the situation. Asch (19W6) suggested that the 
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meaning of a trait depends ixpon the other traits a person Is 
thought to possess* Strieh and Secord (1956) showed how tl» 
perception of physlognooic attribute i s affected by the other 
physionoaio attributes the person Is seen to possess. Cllne 
(1956) using l ine draewings, shoved that the Interpretation of 
a facial expression was affected by the expression on a second 
face adjacent to i t . LeTy (196O) reported a contrast effect 
in person perception. Taxt^ et photographs presented in the 
context of two other plKttographs yere rated in the opposite 
manner to the contextual photographs i f t!^ contextual 
photogn^hs gave :i^ .se to cosBson judgements. Holmes and 
BerkDwltz (19^1) reported a similar effect in judgements 
of pleasantness. A pleasant person seesis more pleasant after 
seeing an unpleasant person. 
c) Tta affgflt Of flrter QS pmwn^ttoai 
The layman* s notion that f i r s t impressions are important 
has been supported by e^erimentsl evidence. Aseh (19^) 
presMinted subjects with a l i s t of discrete tra i ts . A second 
group of subjects vero presented w i ^ the same l i s t in reverse 
order. The two l i s t s gave rise to different impressions 
presumably beeaase adjectives presented earlier in the series 
had a greater effect than ttiose pre^nted later. Other 
experiments vising trait l i s t s got similar results (Anderson 
and Barrios, 1961; Anderson and Hubert, 1963; Anderson and 
Norman, 196U-$ and Anderson, 1965)* 
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Asch saggested that th« I n i t i a l wjrds in a l i s t modify 
the meaning of l a t er %rorda. For ezaiaple, the term 'cumiine:* 
vrill give the vord 'cle-?er* a neaning \* i ch i s similar to 
vord •shrewd*. Methodological d i f f i c u l t i e s have hindered 
experimental examination of this idea* However, Anderson 
and Lampell (1965) report that the meaning of a personality 
t r a i t in the context of two other t ra i t s was twt affeeted 
by the context i f the subject was instructed to rate the 
t r a i t i t s e l f . I f they were told to regard the three t ra i t s 
as belonging to the same person, ttae otteosing of the tes t 
t r a i t was displaced to ards the contextoal t r a i t s (Wyer and 
Watson, 1969). 
An alternative explanation of the primacy e f fect given 
by Anderson arxi Hubert (1963) suggests that instead of a 
sh i f t in meaning, la ter items iwsrely carry l e s s weipht than 
the i n i t i a l items and l e s s attention i s paid to them possibly 
because of overloading of the subjects information-processing 
ciqpacity. A study by Anderson (196?) provides some support 
for the Idea that subjects use an averaging process. Train-
dls and Fishbein (1963) suggest that a sunaaation model i s more 
appropriate. Lovlo and Davies (197©) discuss the apTslication 
of Bayes Theorem to the problem of cK>mbining information 
about persons. Luchins (1957a) obtained a marked primacy 
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effect by using tvo blAcla of Information which described a 
teenage boy* One block described hia behaving in an extrap> 
overted manner, the other in an introverted manner* Despite 
the strong evidence in favor of primacy effects , sl ight alte-
rations in the esqperimentsl cor^itions v i U coopletely remove 
them* Luchins (1957b) shoved that they could be reduced 
either by warning the subject not to mate snap judgements, 
or by interpolating a similar warning or an unrelated task, 
such as an arittei^tic test , between the two blocks of Infor-
mation* The interpolated tasks were the nmst effective; 
probably because they decreased the likelihood of the two 
blocks being perceived as a total unit* This interpretation 
i s supported by i^ ie work of Asch (19W6). 
In conclusion, i t appears that people use a large 
variety of cues to make inferences about the states of mind 
and personal qualities of other persons* 
2 . fiQKBIBIHQ IHPRiSgQBSt 
All the information available about the other person 
i s conblmd by the perceiver in various ways to achieve a 
unified and organized impression* So, the second step in 
the process of person perception i s the combining of the 
informations* In other words, the perceiver construes the 
infoz^ation selected in such a way as to infer general traits 
and a variety of other personal characteristics* 
In a l l cognitiT* eoiiplex processes, there Is a tendency 
to *inaxlffllze balance' and to 'avoid dissonance of eletaents^ 
(Asch, 1952; Bramel, 1963| Pepitone and Hayden, 1955? Secord, 
Bactonan and Eachus, 1 9 ^ ) • The other person i s viewed as more 
hoiBogenously good or bad than he can be shown to be when h i s 
characterist ics are independently measured* Infortnation inte> 
gratlon theory (Anderson, 197^) offers an approach for under-
standing hov people eoi^ine ttisiulus information when making 
judgements and decisions* The theory seeks to determine the 
nature of the integration rule ( e . g . , adding, averaging, multl^ 
plying) employed by people in various response domains. The 
target person i s thought of as a configuration of highly 
integrated eharaeteristies ( t r a i t s , emotions, e t c ) . 
In short, i t se«BBs that people seek to combine the 
inferences drawn from a large varietur of cues to accomplish 
a unified and organised impression. This leads to the inter-
pretative awi extended inferenees, which are very nuch 
influenced by the judges personality t ra i t s and se l f percep-
t ion . 
a) The e f fec t of tjereonalitv t r a i t s and motive of Judget 
There i s a large number of studies on the relationship 
between person perception and the personality of the judge. 
Since Murray's (1933-) early experiment on the e f fects of fear 
arousal upon children's perceptions of plKstographs, a 
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considerable number of attempts have been made to demonstrate 
t h a t people tend to a t t r i b u t e (pro jec t ) t h e i r own repressed 
fee l ings and soc ia l ly undesirable c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s to other 
people . 
Authoritarianism i s a t r a i t t ha t has received consi-
derable a t t en t ion (Jotres, 195^? Scodel and Friedman, 1956| 
Crockett euid Meidinger, 19561 Kates, 1959 and Llpetz , 1960>, 
AutlK>ritarians tend to see otfc^r people as s imi la r to then-
selves and hsnce rate st irai lus per»>n higher on au thor i ta r ian-
ism, power and leadership than do non-euthor i tar ians (Kates, 
1959) • They also appear to use evaluat ive responses more 
read i ly and. to mate more extreae eva lua t ive responses then do 
non-author i ta r ians (Warr and Sims, 1965). Hifth s t a tus 
persons are usual ly seen in a more favourable l i g h t by autho-
r i t a r i a n s than by non-author i tar ians (Jones , 195^), but 
au thor i t a r i ans show it»re genercCLlzed f ea r , suspicion, arxi 
mora l i s t i c condemnation of s t rangers (Desoto, Ki»the and 
\ ^nde r l i ch , 1960). The i ^ r e s s i o n s formed by au thor i t a r i ans 
tend to be more r e s i s t a n t to change than those formed by 
non-aat t iori tar ians (S te ioer and Johnson, 1963). In general , 
they appear to be l e s s sens i t ive in t h e i r percept ion of other 
people , although th i s p o s s i b i l i t y has been questioned by 
Schulberg (1961). When forming i i ^ r e s s l o n s , au thor i t a r i ans 
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make more U9« of external eharacterlstics and cues, such as 
social class, than do non-authoritarians (Wllkins and deCharms, 
1962). 
The teaierKjy to sea others as Ilka one 5 If i s true of 
individuals other than authoritarians* Fenstarheim and 
Tresselt (1953) shoved that subjects tend to attribute values 
dissimilar to their own to people they dis l ike , but attribute 
values similar to their ovn to people they lilce* There i s 
a tendency for people to assuna that otiiers are similar to 
themselves* Attempts to measure 'assumed similarity* have 
had limited success because of methodological shortcomings 
of tlrm sort that have hindred the development of a satisfac-
tory measure of accuracy (Crooba^h, 1 9 ^ and Gllne, I96lf). 
Benedeth and Hil l (i960) have argued that the centralltgr of 
a trait attributed to another person varies with the strength 
of the same trait in the peroeiver* They reported that their 
subjects sociability scores on a questionnaire were signifi-
cantly related to the impressions they formed of people who 
were said to be sociable and unsociable* 
Neuroticismi i s an inq>ortaiit personality characteristics 
that may be related to ioQ)ression formation* Rabin (1962) 
found greater differences between maladjusted subjects, and 
iK>rmal subjects, in their judgement of osiers* Shrauger and 
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Altrochi (196U-) suggested a earvUinBar relationship betveea 
adjustaaent and dlfferentiatloa, vitii differentiation increasing 
frwB a low le-tel aaoi% extremely defensive people (repressors) 
to a maxioua sotong people with noxnsl insight into self and 
others, and i t decreases to a low level aoonn people with 
severe per«>nality distorbancesy that i s , disrupted defences. 
Altrocehi (196I) found that aaong a grotrp of normals, 
tepressors differentiated less than did sensltisers. 
b ) .?ftif iBftrflftT^ttont 
Self-perception holds an laportant place In 'ieteraining 
the perception of others. People differ In their ^ I f i^age 
and this causes differences in their perception of other 
people. People raay perceive others in such a way as to 
protect or enhwice their <^ncept of themselves (Peterson, 
Self-pereeption theory (Beng, 1972; Kelly, 196?) 
asserts that in knowing ourselves, we are essentially in the 
saae positions as any outside observer of ourselves and must 
infer cmr eirotlons, attitudes and abi l i t ies from the way we 
behave. This recent version of self-perception theory i s 
s lni lar to mtsaj earlier theories of interperswnal perception 
notably those of Haider (1958a), James (1990), Hyle i^9h9) 
and SWLtmer (1971). 
Povel Lewick (1983) In a study has shown that the iror* 
deslitable the self rating on a dliaenslon the more central that 
diiaension i s in perceiving others. 
Da-vid (1980) in a study has found that subject* descrip-
tions of their own personalities correlate well with descrip-
tions contributed by their peers, especially on traits high 
in social desirability. 
Self i s involved in processes of foraing impressions 
of others and even very amsUl situational changes in self-
image are capable of producing related specific changes in 
images of other people (Po%iel Lewick, 1983). Self schemata 
may be crucial in formulating desoriptJx>n8 and evaluations 
about o^er people (Extiper and Bogers« 1979| Marlr. 7s and 
Smith, 198O1 Ktiiper, 1981). 
Self-perception, self-esteem, self-acceptance, self-
valuations and self-regard hav» often been used interchangably. 
However, certain conceptual ntjonoes may have been obliterated 
in such gross classifications. An important distinction may 
be drawn, between self-esteem and self-acceptance. On the 
majority of tests purpoting to measure self-esteem, persons 
who attribute to themselves a high percentage of positive 
traits and a low percentage of negative traits are considered 
O -I 
to be high In self-eateen (Marlowe, 196if), However, as Rogers 
(1959) has pointed oat, «ie person who Is high in self-
acceptance i s willing to accept both positive and negative 
attributes into his self-eoneeption. Borland, Janis ani 
Kelly (1953) and Crowns and Marlov (196M.) have suggested, 
for ezan^le, that the person low in self-regard may have a 
strong need for social approval. I t also seems plausible 
that the low self-regarding person may have a very inconsis-
tent and diffuse self-picture. He may essentially be ensnared 
between the feeling that he may be inferior and the intense 
desire to excel. The result may be a highly vacillating 
approach to soeisl interaction. 
3 . BVAMATION OF T ^ TARTrST (OtJTPnT)! 
a) BiTQrs in STBlTiatiQn* 
In the process of rating personality attributes, several 
"judgemental effeotiT affect the process. The best known of 
these i s the • halo-effect», a term coined by Thorndike (192O). 
I t had been noted as early as 1907 by Wells who found that 
judges tended to rate subjects on several traits in terms of 
a general impression of goodness or badness (the "halo") and 
that this introduced a spuriously high correlation into thsir 
ratings. With great ingeimity, later investigators have 
worked out procedures for mlniaizing the effect of the halo. 
i J 
Tlwse in-TCstigators were mope In te res ted In r a t ing lethods 
than in judgemental phenomena. Xet the ef fec t i t s e l f has 
become in t e r e s t i ng in i t s own r i g h t (BoBsaet-veit, i960; I^gg, 
1921a, I92 lb ) , r e f l e c t as i t does a tendency on the p a r t of 
the subject to "package" the myriad impressions Ke receive 
from another person. Halo seems to increase with increase 
acciiaintenace (Symonda, 1925» 1931) • 
A somewhat re la ted tendency towards packaging informa-
t ion was described by Hewconfl) (1931) • Guilford (1936) called 
i t t?Te ' l o g i c a l error* • I t was noted t h a t judges have c e r t a in 
conceptioras as to what t r a i t s go with what o ther t r a i t s . 
Thus, i f one r a t e s a person high on aggressiireness, one may 
be disposed to ra te him high, r a the r than low, in energy. 
This ' e r r o r * , of course, haus become the subject of much 
d i r e c t research by psycdiologlsts in te res ted in formation of 
impressions ( for example, Asch, 1^+6). 
Above mentioned general cognit ive tendencies can be 
viewed as p roper t i e s of the typica l ' i m p l i c i t personal i ty 
theory ' • I n the area of person percept ion, the ns c*^logical 
frame work of inferences t ha t l i n k s one t r a i t to another has 
j^enerally been referred to as a ' l a y ' o r inrol ic i t theory of 
p e r s o n a l i t y . The o r i g i n a l work on ' I nml l c i t theories* and 
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'cognitive structure* was reported by Asch (l9*+6), althou^ 
he did not use tl^se terms* He attempted to demonstrate that, 
in the course of establi^ing an impression, some personal 
qualities have i»>re influence than others* The idea of an 
implicit or *lay* theory of personality was put fozvard by 
Bruner and Tagiuri (195^) and then by Cronbaeh (19*75)1 
Hirschberg and Jennings (1980), Rosenberg and Sedlock (1972). 
After the publication of Bruner and Tagiuri* s (195^ )^ seminal 
article "The Perception of People , a great deal of research 
has been devoted to the study of implicit personality theory 
in particular (Schneider, 1973) t and to study the implicit 
psydiology more generally (Wegner and Vallacher, 1972)* 
*Leniency effect* i s the tendency to rate others (and 
also oneself) high on favorable traits and low on unfavourable 
ones* Such a judgemental tendency markedly affects trait-
attribution studies, such as the investigation of trait 
projection by Sears (1936)* The tendency toward leninency 
might ve i l reduce the likelihood that one would project one*s 
own undesirable characteristics on others* 
Another well-known tendency i s stereotyping;, the general 
inclination to place a person in categories according to some 
easily and quickly identifiable characteristics such as age. 
- t ^ 
sex, el^oie lassbershtp^ nationality, or occupation, and then 
to attribute to hia qualities belisted to be typical of mei^ers 
of that category* Stereot^ing does not necessarily lead to 
inaccuracy; s<»wtiae8 i t leads to more "accurate" inferences 
about others thasi does detailed information about each indi-
vidual person (Crow, 19$7| Gage, 19^1 Soskln, t959)-
* Assumed similar! ty» ( f i r s t reported by Ranks, 1936) -
the inclination under certain circumstsuices to attribute to 
others responses one would gi'se onseelf, a form of projection -
generates high »»curacy scores for Judges who happen to be 
similar to the persons judged. This confounds accuracy, as 
an abil ity, with fortuitous actual similarity between the 
other person and the judge (Bender and Hastorf, 195^* 1953; 
Winslow, 1937)• Kelley and Flste (1951) conclude that the 
QCKiest (xtrrela^on between criterion (test responses) and 
judgements found in the studies of interpersonal judgements 
vere largely due to a match between th» judges and the 
object person* 8 "favourablUty** set toward the itams* 
b) pifforantl atlan In thii Qatwitl 
The traits and other concepts used to descrllje and 
conceptualise ot^er people constitute the pereel-vers inter-
personal cognitive system which i s the part of his general 
cognitive system. Subjects with highly differentiated 
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cognitive system appear to be iswpe aware of positive and 
negative at t r ibutes in the same person (Crockett, 1965). 
They are ittle to integrate conflicting information bet ter 
than are subjects with less differentiated system (>lidorf 
and Crockstt, 1965| and Mayo and Crockett, 196^)• 
A cognitive systea can be descH^bed in terms of i t s 
degree of differentLatlon BX)d organization. Integration of 
conflicting information and the degree to which fine dis t inc-
tions are mcude about others are , therefore, t\»> important 
aspects of the output of person perception which led to 
the discovery of certain cognitive styles* 
Individual 's cognitive pro<»ss are ii^ependent of the 
natwre of object involved. GoUln wtiA Roaeaberg (1956) showed 
ttiat persons able to integrate a series of p o l i t i c a l , religious 
and economic terms into broader categories also tended to 
re la te personality t r a i t s , even if they were inconnruoua. 
The degree of differentiat ion in person perception has 
been variously measured. The most asBraran operational defini-
tion i s the variance of a person's judgement of a group of 
object on a part icular a t t r ibu te . Ho consistent resul ts 
ex is t on cognitive coa^jlexity so defined and i t s relat ion to 
personality, possibly because high scores can be obtained both 
by making ftne dist lnet loes O'ver tha ent i re range of an a t t r i ^ 
bute and by using many extreme ratings (Shrauger ar%i 
Altrocchi, 196if). 
Other measures of differentiat ion defjjae i t more 
specifically as t^ M number of independent dimensions used 
in diaracterizing or c lassifyi i^ otb^rs (Bier i , 1961). Seme 
empirlefll correlates of differentiat ion haire been reported. 
Bier i (195^ foand that ttiere are re l iable differences in 
cognitive complexity so defined, on the one hand, and 
cogMtive co^ lex i ty and abstraction qual i t ies in conceiving 
ot*ier persons, on the otiwr hand. He reported tha t differ-
ent iat ion varied inversely with tym tendency to assurae^^ 
simllctrity and directly witto the laeasure accuracy in his 
study. The more abstract individuals seem bet ter able to 
integrate somewhat conflicting t r a i t s attributed to a person 
(Harvey, Sint and Schroder, 1961 j Harvey and Schroder, 19^3; 
ftiyo and Croclastt, 196»f)« 
P^yple differ in " theories?* they "hav^ about htunan 
nature and personality. Sudi notions, often implici t , 
influence the type of qual i t ies aod cues thsy par t icular ly 
note in others , as well as the inferential process involved. 
There i s considerable eviderxse, for instance, that individuals 
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differ consistently in the traits they use and in the weight 
they gi-ve to traits in their perception and thou^ts about 
others (HoiiBBetveit, i960). Some people tend to describe 
other persons in terms of extemel , surface and physical 
traitsy others in terms of inner and psychological traits 
(Bieri, 1961; Sarbin, ^99*% Wolin, 1956). 
c) ifig dlffqrgncflg in Van OMtsmt* 
Whenever investigators have cmalysed their data separa-
tely for male and female j^ges« they have obiMrved differences* 
Among children, fenales describe adult figures in a less 
differentiated and more favourable manner than do males (Soha 
and Fiedler, 1961 >• In describing others, boys focus on 
aggression, nonconformity, uid attributes relevant to physical 
recreation, vhile girls refer more to nurturant behaviemr, 
happiness, physical sppean^tice, wad social ski l l s (Caotpbell 
and Radkeyarrow, 1956{ Dorhbusch et a l . , 1965; Hastorf, 1962). 
W(»en have a greater tendency toward sterotyping than 
men, Mem to be less analytical and more intU i t ive , and use 
more psychological (as opposed to physical) terras than men 
(Oollin, 1958; Sarbin, 195*^ ; Wolin, 19^5). Other studies 
of sex differences support these findings (Beach and 
Wertheimer, 1961; Seoord and Mtithard, 1955; Shapiro and 
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Taguirl, 1959? Wertheiiaer, I960). ExHm (196' ) has reported 
that womenlf: more than men, seera to focus visually on those 
with vhom they in teract , perha|>s relying moi*e than men on 
visual cues* When the option ex is t s , wroren seek move infor-
mation about others than nmn do (Nidorf and Croctett , 196^-). 
In short investigators have observed sex differences 
in person perception. 
d ) gftftlfll I n t e r a c t i o n anrt 1«pT«oas1r.n fn-nms^fAnnt 
The existence of a definite psychological r e l a t l o n ^ i p 
between one person and anotiier i s lilsBly to affect toe 
impressiorM formed. For exBsiple, one's interpersonal rela-
tionship that i s l ikely to have a great effect Is the degree 
of l ik ing . Liking exerts a considerable influence on the 
t r a i t s we assign to other people (I»ott, Lott , Reed and Crow, 
1970 and Fensterheim and Tresselt , 1953)* Subjects tend to 
assign fewer favorable t r a i t s to people they dislike (Pastore, 
1960a, 1960b) ar«i liking helps to determine the freqaency 
with which we interact with the other person, and th is in 
turn determims the variety of behaviour we encounter. 
Tagiuri (1958) drew attention to the need to uncover the 
detenainants of liking and dislikii:^ in groups. 
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In addi t ion , the papt lculap words chosen to describe 
w e H - l l t e d , neut ra l and disXlIced ac tual persons d i f f e r s ign i -
f i can t ly (Lo t t , L o t t , Reed and Crow, 1970) • I«ott and L o t t , 
(1970) found tha t chi ldren drew p i c t u r e s of t h e i r peers which 
varied s ign i f i can t ly both in d e t a i l and i n s ize of head r e l a -
t i ve to body depending upon wlwther the peer drawn was l i ked , 
dislilDsd or was regarded neu t r a l l y , and tha t o ther samples of 
chi ldren chose to look a t p i c t u r e s of highly l iked peers 
raore than they did a t p i c tu re s of l e s s l iked ones . In s t i l l 
another study (Lo t t , Lot t and Walsh, 1970)» adul t s tudents 
learned to as«>ciate nortserme sy l l ab le s with the nsanes of 
well*known publ ic f i gu re s , or pee r s , with r e l i a b l y d i f fe ren t 
numbers of e r ro r s depending on t h e i r degree of a t t r a c t i o n 
to the person. 
While condudi r^ the review of l i t e r a t u r e , i t iiay be 
observed tha t although the two areas i . e . , socioraetry and 
person percept ion, have been studied ex tens ive ly , one of 
the irs^ort&nt aspects i . e . , the r e l a t ionsh ip between these 
two areas has been igr»red» The re la t ionsh ip between these 
two aspects i s esqpected to be helpful i n answering the 
question as to why ce r t a in persons are populars , vh l le 
o the r s are i s o l a t e s o r ne glee t e e s . I t may be so t ' la t those 
who are popular are aware of the t r a i t s considered to be 
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desli«bXo, ia|>ortuit and rare, and this a»raroness enables 
them to ineoleata in their' personalities the traits which 
are required for their nMBlnation as populars* Alternatively, 
populars may not have acquired the traits vtiieti are desirable 
and iaq»ortant, they may ham acqoired the ability to pre^nt 
themsel^s in the meaner vhich help t\ma in mane i^ng positive 
impressions on others* Those who are neglectees or isolates 
might have less awareness of the traits which are positively 
evaluated by t)w Bombers of a group. As a consequence they 
f a i l to cultivate suds traits aai also to manage positive 
impression* 
I t i s also :U>gical to eipeot that another reason of 
popularity or i t s lack may be due to differential evaluation 
of traits , ie*f these subjects belonging to the three socio-
metri.c categories are likely to differ with respect to the 
evaluation of different tz«lt adjectives* 
As far as the relationiAiip of ratings of self an! 
others in concerned, i t can be expected that populnrs would 
rate t*»mselve8 and other populars favorably and to Isolates 
and neglectees less favoratoly. Lesser degree of positive 
self evaluation i s expected in the case of neglectees and 
isolates* Furthexaore, neglectees and Isolates are expected 
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to ra te others !»longing to the i r own socioraetric categories 
less pos i t lw ly than other populars. The ratings of self 
arrf others are slao eipected to be correlated with the 
evaluation of t r a i t s in terms of importance, des i rabi l i ty 
and rareness* 
CHAPIBB - H I 
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H S I g g g A^fP P H Q G S D P a i i 
The purpose of tt» present study Is to brin r^ out the 
differences in the self and other perception of populars, 
neglectees and Isolatss, vhen they are required to evaluate 
their ovnself and others on a l i s t of 16 pairs of adjectives. 
The study v l U also bring out ttie effect of social desirable 
l i t y , importance and rareness of descriptive traits in ratings 
of self and others given by subjects belonging to different 
socioiaetrlc categories* 
Operational analysis of the variablest 
FolloirLng are the operational definitions of the terms 
used in this study* 
a) Socionetrio Status: 
Soclonetrlc status and social status are used inter-
changeably. Both terns refer to "the number of choices that 
each individual receives in a network of interpersonal relations^ • 
b> Social Structure! 
Social structure refers to "the patterns of choices 
to and from individuals revealing tha network of interpersonal 
ratings among group meaber^* 
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e) Soclooetric Tests 
A metliod of evaluating the socia l structure Is the 
soclometrlo test* 
d) Sooiomatrlzt 
Soeiomatrlx, a two fold table , i s the convenient way 
of organizing ths soci<»Betrle resu l t s . 
e) SocloBietric categoriest 
( i ) fopnlart An individual receivin?^ more choices on soclo-
mstrie t e s t s than could be expected by chance alone, i s a 
popular* He i s sometimes ealled a *Star* • 
( l i ) Ifaglflftteat The individual receiving re lat ive ly fewer 
choices than expected by chance i s a neglectee* Even though 
such individuals receive some choices, yet they remain neglec-
ted by the majori^ of the group meabers* They are also 
called "FringersP* • 
( H i ) igQlfttai An individual receiving tk> choices i s an 
isolate* Altho^h he i s physically a oember of the group, but 
i s psychologically isolated* He i s scxBetlmes called an 
"Outsider^. 
f) InportaiKset 
The magnltade of a subject's rating of a trait adjec-
tive In teros of Its Intportanee Is the measure of the relative 
Importance he/slM attaches to a particular trait . 
g) Deslrabllltyl 
The trait which Is rated to be socially desirable and 
In confoml^ to the norms of the society Is thought to be 
socially desirable* 
h) Comaonnesst 
An uDeonmoa characteristic Is one which Is h-^rd-to-f Ind 
among people, while a ccHmaon Is one which Is frequently found 
among thaiB* 
Saoplet 
Four huTKired and fifty students from forteen sections 
of class 9th and I0th made the sample of this study* The 
san^le was dravn from the ZaMr Hussaln Model Higher Secondary 
School, Allgarhf S.T* High School, A.M.U., Allgarh and Girls 
High School, A.M.U*, Allgarh. As per socloraetrlc requirements, 
al l the members of the sections were Included In the saraple* 
b. 
TEST MATBBIALt 
SocioiK»trie testf 
The preiwnt study required three groups of subjects, 
viz*, populars, negleetees and Isolates. For the Identifica-
tion of socioiMtrlc status a soclometrio test was used. While 
admlnlstrlag a sociometric test , the s^abers of a particular 
group are asked to cl»>ose froiB among themselves partners for 
soiee specific activity* For the present study each student 
vas asked to nominate* 
(I) "Which three students of this classroom vould you l ike 
to ha-ve as sitting ccHspanionaF*? 
(II) "Which three students of this classroom would you like 
to play with during recess in school"? 
(III) "Which three students of this classroom would you l ike 
to do a class aist^nsent with you"? 
The following instructions were g l^n to the subjects, 
before the sociometrie test started! 
"You have so many classfeUows, you lllos some of your 
dassfellows very mu(^ » You would be heppj to do certain 
act ivi t ies with those of your classfallows whom you l ike very 
imich. Below are given 8oa» questions about your choices of 
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classmates, you l iks mtioli. Please answer these and be sure 
to f U l In each space" (Appendix - *A*)* 
SfiOrlngl 
For the identification of different categories, Bronfen-
brenner*s (19^^) schens of scoring was used. According to i t 
students can be classified into six categories - Popular, Abo^ ro 
Average, Average, Below Average, Meglectee and Isolate -
depending on the niaber of elwices they received. The same 
is as under!-
Category No. of choices reveived 
Popular 15 and above 
Above average 10 - IVf 
Average 9 
Below Average *f - 8 
Heglectee 1 - 3 
Isolate 0 
Bronfenbreaner (19^5) has also given the estimate of 
cri t ical soclonetrie statas scores for varying number of choicee 
applicable upto three socloo»tric criteria. The critical raw 
socioaBtric status scores are applicable to any group which 
.)0 
consists of not less than t«n and not more than fifty members. 
The table presented below elaborates the scoring system. 
TABLE 1 
No. of 
alioted 
person 
CRITIC ;AL RAW STATUS SOORSS FOR DIVERSE 
SITOATIOSS 
choices 
to each 
for each 
criterion 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
h. 
5* 
One 
• 
eritez^n 
crit ical 
• 
& 
M 
1 
2 
3 
h 
5 
4» 
1 
H 
U 
9 
S 
»4 
None 
Kone 
0 
0 
1 
score 
«» 
v4 
H 
U 
• 
Pi & 
W 
6 
7 
8 
9 
T%io cr i t er ia 
cri t ical scores 
• 
1 
e 
H 
2 
if 
6 
8 
10 
4» 
H 
U 
»4 
None 
0 
1 
2 
u. 
4» 
1-4 
U 
p« 
«3 
6 
9 
11 
13 
16 
SOGIOMSTHrc 
Three criteria 
crit ical scores 
• 
fi-
.W 
3 
6 
9 
12 
15 
4* 
•H 
(4 
« 
O 
»4 
0 
1 
3 
5 
9 
4» 
1 
H 
>« 
P, 
e> 
8 
12 
15 
18 
22 
Havii^ identified 50 subjects in each of the three 
socioB»tric categories they were given a l i s t of 16 pairs of 
adjectives. Ty» subjects vere required to (a) rate themselves, 
other poptilars, neglectees and isolates on 5-point scale in 
terms of each of the 16 pairs of adjectives, and (b) rate of 
the loportance, desirability and conononness of 32 adjectives 
unfolded from the 16 semantic differential scales. 
Instructions for self-ratings and ratings of others* 
''Few days back you and your classmates vere required to 
Indicate tt^ choice of friends In different situations. On 
the basis of your responiws» I have Identified three categories 
of boys 7lz«,l) boys vho are lllfisd by iRost of the classmates, 
11) boys V1K> are liked by fsv dassaates, and 111) boys 
vho are not l l ted by his dassaates* 
Today you ha^ ve to do SOOMthing different. Below Is 
given a l i s t of oprioslte pairs of adjectives.using each 
pair of adjective, yoa have to give numbers from 1-5 to 
Indicate your judgement about the characteristics of your-
self , a boy vhoa 3rou think Is liked by irost of the classmates, 
a boy vhc^ you think i s Uked by few classmates and a boy 
whOTi you think Is not Uked by the classmates. While rating 
others, f irst write the naoie of the most liked boy on top of 
the column and tlien rate him on the 16 pairs of adjectives. 
After coBqpletlng the ratings of the most liked boy, write 
the name of the boy llksd by few classmates on top of the 
second column and then rate him too In terms of the 16 
pairs of adjectives. Do the san» with the least liked 
boy" (Appendix - »B«). 
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Instractloiis for the ratings of importance, desirabi« 
l i t y and conaionness of adjectivesi 
"Last tias when I visited you, you v?ere required to 
describe yourself and three boys of your class in terras of 
pairs of opposite adjectives. This tiae I am presenting yoia 
tiie saoe adjectives one by one and not in pairs* You are 
requested to indicate bow much the personal quality described 
by each adjective i s 'IMPOHTANT-UNIMPOaTANT,' »OSSiaABLS-
UNDBSIRABLE^ awl «C0>S«)1WJHC0MII0M«. The meaning of these 
terms i s given hereundert 
Itanftytanti An i]iQK>rtant Characteristic i s one, whose presence 
or absence in an individual on the whole make him a different 
type of person. 
DAaii»a>>la» A desirable characteristic i s one %rhich i s in 
conformity to the noms of a particular society. 
A oomaon characteristic i s one vrhioh i s easily found 
effitong persons. 
Taking each adjective, you have to give numbers from 
1 to 5 to i t , so as to indicate 3rour judgement about i t s 
importance, desirability and rareness** (Appendix - 'C*). 
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STATTRTTfitfi ANALTSIflt 
Means wnA SD: of the self-ratings ami other ratlni^s 
of poimXarSy negleeteee and isolates were obtained• Tt£ 
t - tes t was applied to find out the signifieant differences 
between the self-ratings and other ratings of each of the 
three groups tnparately. Pearson's correlation coefficients 
were obtained snoi^ the self-ratl ins and otiier ratings and 
smit^ the self-ratings and trait evaluation ratings for each 
of the tiiree groups separately- Means an?. SD^ of the three 
sets of ratings i»e», ia^rtan<»« desirability and cosmnnness 
of the trait adJectiTWs were also obtaiiM^ for the purpose 
of Intergroop o(»BpariMns« For the significance of difference 
between raeansi the t - test was used. 
CHAPTER . l Y 
R B S 1? t> T S 
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R s 8 q fc 1 8 
AM stated earlier, the aims of the present study ares 
a) to find oat the difference between self and other percep-
tion of populars, nsglectees and Isolates, and 
b) -to dlseo^ier differences among the three groups with 
respect to social desirability, importance and rareness 
ratings of iSbB trait adjectlTes. 
In -riew of the f i r s t objectite of the study, the means 
Bad SOs of the self ratings and other ratings of the three 
groups on 16 pairs of adjectlyes were obtained. The t - test 
was used to find out the significant differences between 
tim self ratings aiul otiier ratings of each of the three 
groups. The results are presented in Table 1, 2 and 3. 
TABLE 1 . 1 COMPARISON OF RATIICS OF S I L F AND OTHER POPULARS ^rlVSN ^Y 
POPtTLARS 
S.No. Palps of 
adjeet lTttS 
1. Bad>Good 
2 . Dlsloyal*-XK>7al 
3 . Stupid-Clever 
If. Ugly-Beautiful 
5. Short-Tall 
6 . Passive-Active 
7. Slow-Fast 
8* Poverless" 
Powerful 
9 . Dirty-Neat 
10, Lazy-Hardworking 
11. tJnfriendly-
ITrlendly 
12 . Quite-Loud 
13. Me an-Kind 
IV* Weak-Strong 
15. tJntwstworthy-
Trustworthy 
16. Relaxed-Tense 
SELF 
Mean 
if.O 
lf .1 
3.9 
3 A 
3-5 
3 A 
3.6 
If.O 
\ . ^ 
If.O 
»+.3 
3.3 
If.O 
3 . ^ 
w.o 
3.5 
S . D . 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
1 . 0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.9 
0.9 
0.5 
1 . 0 
0.6 
1.2 
0.9 
1.1 
0.7 
0.9 
OTHER ] 
Mean 
if.lf 
3.9 
3-9 
if.if 
»f.O 
3.8 
3.5 
3.8 
if .1 
if.O 
»f.1 
3.2 
V.5 
3.6 
W.M-
3.5 
POPDLARS 
S J ) . 
0.5 
0.9 
0.8 
0.5 
0.8 
1 . 0 
1.1 
1 .0 
0.7 
1 . 0 
0 . 8 
1 . 0 
0.5 
1 . 0 
0.6 
1.0 
t 
2.99 
1.17 
0.00 
6.32 
2.93 
2 . 2 0 
0.lf9 
1.05 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
1.M 
o.if5 
3.^3 
0.95 
3.06 
0 . 0 0 
Remarks 
p ^ . 0 1 
p ^ .01 
P < .01 
P < . 0 5 
PZ. .01 
P 4-0^ 
Ri 
TABLE 1.2 COMPABISON OF RATINGS OF SSLF AND OTHER NEGLECTEES GIVEN 
BI POFULABS 
S.No. Pairs of 
adjeetl-ves 
1. Bad-Good 
2 . Disloyal-Loy«a 
3 . Stupld-CleTer 
U. tJgly-Beantlful 
5» Short-Tall 
6 . Pa8siY«-Actl-v« 
7* Slov-Fast 
8 . Poverless-
Poverftil 
9» Dirty-Seat 
10. Lazy-Hardvorking 
11. anfriendly-
Frietidly 
12. Quite-Loud 
13* Mean-Kind 
1tf. WeaI&>8trong 
15« ^ntrustwortlqr-
Trustworthy 
16. Relaxed-Tens« 
SELF 
Mean 
h.o 
V.I 
3.9 
3.i^ 
3.5 
3.»* 
3.6 
If.O 
»f.1 
if.O 
»f-3 
3.3 
if.O 
3 . ^ 
w.o 
3.5 
S.O. 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.9 
0.9 
0.5 
1.0 
0.6 
1.2 
0;9 
1.1 
0.7 
0.9 
OTHER NEGLKCTFSS 
Mean 
2.7 
3.2 
3.0 
2.9 
2.9 
3.1 
3.0 
2.8 
3.3 
3.6 
2.8 
3.V 
2.9 
2.7 
3.1 
3.0 
S.D. 
0.9 
1.1 
0.9 
1.2 
0.7 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
0.9 
1.0 
0.9 
0.9 
1.0 
0.9 
1.1 
t 
7.63 
h.e? 
5.28 
2.26 
3.72 
1.99 
3.52 
6.66 
5.06 
2.10 
9.09 
0.lf7 
6.11 
3.33 
5.58 
2.V8 
Remarks 
p < . 0 1 
p < . 0 1 
P 4 . 0 1 
P ^.05 
P^.01 
P <.05 
p ^ . 0 1 
P < . 0 1 
p ^ . 0 1 
P ^ . 0 5 
p ^ . 0 1 
p / : . o i 
p < . 0 5 
p < . 0 1 
P < . 0 1 
{]. 
TABLE 1,3 COMPARISON OF RATII3GS OF SELF AND OTHER ISOLATES GIVSN BY 
POPULAKS 
S.No. Pa ir s of 
adjeeti-vts 
1 . Bad-Good 
2 . Dis loya l -Loyal 
3 . Stopid-CldTer 
h» Ug ly-Beaut l fa l 
5 . Short -Tal l 
6 . Pass iva-Act ive 
7* SlovuFast 
3 . P o v e r l e s s -
Powerfal 
9 . Dirty-Kaat 
t o , Lazy-Hardvorking 
1 1 . Unfriendly-
Friendly 
1 2 . Quite-Lood 
1 3 . Mean-Kind 
1U. Weak^troi^ 
1 5 . TJntrustworthy-
trustworthgr 
16. Relaxed-Tense 
SSLF 
Mean 
tf.O 
J*.1 
3 . 9 
3 . ^ 
3.5 
3 A 
3 .6 
if.O 
h.'i 
h.o 
^ . 3 
3 .3 
if.O 
l.h 
if.O 
3*5 
S J ) . 
0 .8 
0 .8 
0 .8 
1.0 
0.9 
0 .8 
0.9 
0.9 
0 .5 
1 .0 
0 .6 
1.2 
0»9 
1.1 
0 .7 
0.9 
OTHER ISOLATES 
Meaa 
2 . 6 
2 .9 
2 .6 
3-2 
2.8 
2.9 
2 . 8 
2.1 
2-9 
2 . 7 
2 . 3 
3.1 
2.7 
2.8 
2 . 7 
3.0 
SJ). 
1.2 
0 .9 
1.0 
0.9 
0.7 
0.9 
0 .8 
0 ,8 
1.2 
0 .8 
0 .8 
0 .8 
0,9 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
t 
6.86 
7.0if 
7.17 
1.05 
if.3M. 
2.93 
if.6if 
11.15 
6."70 
7.17 
l if . lU 
0.98 
7 ,20 
2 .98 
7.53 
2 .65 
Remarks 
P^C.OI 
P 4 . 0 1 
P 4 .01 
P^C.01 
p < . o i 
p ^ . 0 1 
p < . O l 
p < . 0 1 
P/^.OI 
PZ..01 
P ^ . 0 1 
p 4 .01 
p ^ . 0 1 
p ^ . 0 1 
f^o 
Table 1.1 presents the coaparlson of ratlins of self 
and other populars given by the poimlars. The table shows 
that the difference between the two ratings i s significant 
for six adjeetlTe-pairs and insignificant for ten pairs. 
Table 1*2 presents ttte eonqsarison of ratings of self and other 
neglectees, given by the populars* The difference betwean the 
two sets of ratings i s significant on a l l but one adjective-pair« 
Table 1*3 shows the comparison of ratings of self and other 
isolates« given by the populars* The difference between the 
two sets of ratings i s significuit for forteen adjective-valrs 
and insignificant for the two pairs* 
An overall exaadnatlon of the abOfB mentioned t ^ l e s 
reveals that the populars have rated tl^saselves lauch positively 
on adjective*pairs l ike bad-good, loyal-disloyal, powerful-
powerless, dirty-nsat, lazy-hardworking, unfriendly-friendly, 
raean-kind and untrustworthy-trustworthy* Populars have rated 
other populars posi^vely on adjective-pairs like bad-good, 
ugly-beautiful, short-tall, dirty-neat, lazy-hardworking, 
unfriendly-friendly and trustworthy-untrustwortfxy* Oth^ 
neglectees have been rated by the populars negatively on the 
pairs bad-good, ugly-beautiful, short-tall , powerful-powerless, 
unfriendly-friendly, sean-kind and weak-strong. Populars 
have rated other isolates rwgatively on the trait-pairs l ike 
f>^ 
bad-good, disloyal, loyal, stopId-clever, short-tall , passive-
aetive, slov-fast, powerful-poverless, dirty-neat, lazy-hard-
vorklng, unfrietidly-frlendly, aean-kind, weak-strong and 
tintrustworthy-trustworthy. Hcnrever, the populars have 
noderately rated themselyea on pairs l i t e ugly-beautiful, 
quite-loud, veak-strong, stupid-clever, short-tall , passive-
active, slov-fast and relaoosd-tense; neglectees have been 
given neutral ratii^s on adjeotive-pairs l i t e dislolal- loyal, 
stupid-clever, passive-active, slow-fast, dir^-neat, lazy-
hardworkiz^, quite-loud, untrustworthy-trustwor^y and 
Relaxed-tense. Other populars have been rated by the 
populars neutrally on trait-pairs l i t e disloyal-loyal, 
stupid-clever, passive-active, slow-fast, poverless-powerful, 
quite-loud, veak-strong and relaxed-tense* O^er isolates 
have been neutrally rated by the populairs on two adjective-
pairs I . e . ugly-beautiful and relaxed-tense. I nte re s t i f f ly , 
populars have neither rated theaselves nor the other populars 
negatively on any adjective-pair, while the other neglectees 
and the other isolates have not been rated positively by them 
on any adjective-pair. 
B;; 
TABLB 2 . 1 COKPAHESON OF RATINGS OF SELF AMD OTHSH POPOLAHS GIVEN BI 
NEGLBCTBES 
S,No, Pairs of 
edjeetiiros 
1. Bad<-^ ood 
2 . Disloyal-Loyal 
3* Stupid-Clever 
h, Ugly-Beautifttl 
5. Short - ta l l 
6 . Passive-Active 
7* SlowwFast 
8. Poverless-
Poverftil 
9 . Dirty-Seat 
10. Lazy-Hardvorklng 
11. Unfrlendly-
Friendly 
12. Quite-Loud 
13. MearwKind 
m . Weak-Strong 
15. TJntrustworthy-
Trastwortfegr 
16, Belaxed-Tense 
SELF 
Mean 
3.1 
3-6 
3.0 
3.0 
3 .0 
3.1 
3.2 
2.9 
3.7 
3.2 
3.H 
2.9 
3.1 
2.9 
3.2 
2 .8 
S.D. 
0.8 
0.9 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
0.9 
1.0 
0.9 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
1.0 
0.9 
0.9 
1.0 
OTHER POPgLARS 
Mean S . D . 
3.8 
i f . 1 
3.8 
3.»* 
3.6 
3.»f 
3.2 
3.6 
3.8 
3.6 
3.6 
3.1 
3.5 
3.i* 
3.8 
3.3 
0.8 
0.7 
0.9 
1.1 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.9 
1.1 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.9 
1.1 
t 
V.37 
3.10 
lf.69 
1.99 
2.85 
1.57 
0.00 
3.50 
0.52 
2.10 
0.99 
1.10 
2.00 
2.62 
3.33 
2.37 
Remarks 
P ^.01 
P C.^1 
P ^.01 
P ^.05 
P ^.01 
P ^.01 
p ^.>o^ 
p 4 .05 
P 4.01 
p Z..01 
VC'^^S 
f]S 
TABLB 2 . 2 COMPART SOU OF RAHITtS OF SELF AM) OTHEH NSGL2CTRES GIVEN 
BT NE6L3CTESS 
S«Ilo. Pairs of 
adjeotlT«a 
1« Bai-Good 
2« Disloyal-Loyal 
3* Stapid->CleT«r 
h* Ugly-Beautiita 
5. Short-Tall 
6 . Passive-ActlYt 
7* Slov-Fast 
8. Po%rerl«ss-
Powerfol 
9 . Dlrty*8eat 
10. Lasy-Hardiworking 
11 . TJnfrlewlly-
PrlentJly 
12. Qaite-Lood 
13« Hean-Klnd 
1U-. Weak-Strong 
15* nntrustwortlqr-
Trustworthy 
16. BelaxedUTease 
SELF 
Mean 
3.1 
3.6 
3.0 
3 .0 
3 .0 
3.1 
3.2 
2.9 
3.7 
3.2 
3.^ 
2.9 
3.1 
2.9 
3.2 
2 .8 
1 
S.D. 
0 .8 
0.9 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
0.9 
1.0 
0.9 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
1.0 
0.9 
0.9 
1.0 
OTHER 
Mean 
2.6 
3.1 
2 .7 
3.»f 
3 .0 
2.5 
2.7 
2 .5 
3.2 
2.9 
2.6 
2.5 
2.7 
2.7 
3.0 
2.6 
NEGLECTSSS 
SJ) . 
0.7 
1.1 
0.8 
1.0 
0,8 
0.9 
0.7 
0.7 
0.9 
0.8 
1.0 
0.8 
1.0 
0.7 
0.8 
0.8 
t 
3.32 
2.if8 
1.37 
2.10 
0.00 
3.15 
3.10 
2.31 
2.77 
1.65 
J*. . 20 
2.50 
2.00 
1.2»f 
1.17 
1.10 
Remarks 
P 4.01 
p ^.01 
P ^.05 
p ^ . 0 5 
p^l.01 
p ^:.oi 
p 4 .05 
p <.oi 
P <.01 
P <.oi 
p <.05 
fw 
TABLB 2«3 COMPARISON OF RATISGS OF SBI.F AMD OTBEE ISOLATES GIVEN BT 
KBGLBCTSBS 
S,llo» PalM of 
a d j e e t l 7 « i 
1 , Bad'-Good 
2« DisloyaL-Loyal 
3 , Stupid-CleTer 
U-* Ugly-Beau t u n a 
5 . Short-Tal l 
6 . Pass ive -Act i f« 
7 . Slow-Fast 
8« Pover l e s s -
Powerfol 
9» Dlpty-Heat 
1 0 . Lasy-Hardvorkii^ 
1 1 , Unfriendly-
Friendly 
1 2 , Qaite-Loud 
1 3 . Mean-Kind 
1W. Weak-Strong 
1 5 . tJntrustworthy-
TrustwMTtligr 
16. Belazed-Tense 
SSLF 
Mean 
3.1 
3 .6 
3 . 0 
3 . 0 
3 . 0 
3.1 
3 .2 
2 , 9 
3.7 
3.2 
3.»f 
2 . 9 
3.1 
2 , 9 
3 .2 
2 . 8 
f 
3 . D . 
0 .8 
0.9 
0 .8 
0 .9 
1.0 
1.0 
0 .9 
1 .0 
0.9 
1.0 
0.9 
0 .8 
1.0 
0.9 
0 .9 
1.0 
OTHER ISOLATES 
Mean 
2 . 6 
3.1 
2 . 7 
3 A 
3 . 0 
2 . 5 
2 . 7 
2 . 5 
3.2 
2 . 9 
2 . 6 
2 . 5 
2 . 7 
2 . 7 
3 . 0 
2 . 6 
S J ) . 
0 .7 
1.1 
0 .8 
1 .0 
0 .8 
0.9 
0 .7 
0 .7 
0 .9 
0 .8 
1.0 
0 .8 
1.0 
0 .7 
0 .8 
0 .8 
t 
8.20 
»f.00 
5.28 
2 . 8 0 
5.00 
if.M 
3 .10 
2 . 1 0 
1.57 
2.3l|. 
»^ .Mf 
^.,50 
3.15 
1.11 
0.U9 
0.50 
Beaarks 
P < . 0 1 
P < . 0 1 
p ^ . 0 1 
P ^ . 0 1 
P ^.01 
P ^ .01 
P ^.01 
p <:.05 
p < . 0 5 
p < . o i 
P^^.OI 
P < . 0 1 
f) (J 
Table 2*1 shows th« coisparison of ratings of self and 
other populars given by the neglectees* I t shows that the two 
sets of ratings differ significantly for eleven adjective-pairs 
and insignificantly for five adjective-pairs* Table 2.2 
presents the cooqparison of ratings of self and otiier neElec-
tees given by the neglectees. The table shows that difference 
i s significant for eleven out of sixteen trait-pairs. Tetole 2.3 
presents the coo^arison between the ratings of self and other 
isolates . The table shows that the difference between the 
two sets of ratings i s significant on twelve adjective-pairs 
awi insignificant on the remaining four pairs. 
A general perusal of the above mentioned tables reveals 
that the neglectees have rated thenselves negatively on trait-
pairs l i t e powerless-powerfuly quite-loud, weak-strong and 
relaxed-tense, axA neutrally on the rest items. Other populars 
have been rated positively on one adjective-pair i . e . , disloyal-
loyal and neutrally on al l the r«siaining fifteen pairs. Other 
neglectees have been negatively rated on traits liioe bad-good, 
stupid-clever, ugly-beautiful, passive-active, slow-fast, 
powerless-powerful, friendly-unfriendly, quite-loud, mean-kind 
weak-strong and relaxed-tense, and neutrally on the remaining 
five pairs. Other isolates have been rated iott<A negatively 
on bad-good, neutrally on dirty-neat and untrustworthy-trust-
wortlqr scales; on the renaining thirteen pairs, isolates have 
been negatively rated by neglectees. Surprisingly, the nes^lectees 
have not given a single positive rating to theaiselves as well 
as to the other neglectees and isolates . 
!]:> 
TABLE 3 , 1 COMPABISON OF fUnNGS OF SEI^ AHD OTHKH POPaLABS GIVEN BY 
ISOLATES 
S.No. Pairs of 
Adjectives 
1. Bad-Good 
2* Disloyal-Loyal 
3« Stapid-Cle-^er 
V. Ugly-Beautiful 
5 . Short-Tall 
6 , Passi^e-Acti've 
?• Slow-Fast 
3 , Powerless-
Powerful 
9. Dirty-Heat 
10. Lazy-Hardworkii^ 
11 , Unfriendly-
Friendly 
12. Quite-Load 
13. Mean-Kind 
1^. Weak-Strong 
15* Untrustworthyi-
Trastirortliy 
16, Eelaxed-Tense 
SELF 
Hean 
2.7 
3.2 
2.7 
3.2 
2.9 
3.1 
3.3 
2 .5 
3.3 
2.9 
2 .6 
2 .6 
3.1 
2.3 
3.2 
2.7 
1 
S,J). 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0,8 
0.9 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.8 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.8 
^^ .9 
0.8 
OTHSa POPULAHS 
Mean 
3.0 
2.9 
3.3 
3.6 
2.if 
3.3 
3.5 
3.U> 
3.8 
if.O 
3.2 
2 .8 
3.2 
3.0 
3.3 
2,9 
S.D. 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
0.9 
0.9 
0.7 
0.7 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
1.1 
0.9 
0.9 
t 
1,50 
1.50 
3.00 
2.10 
2,76 
1.05 
1.11 
5.28 
3.57 
7.31 
3.00 
1.17 
o./o 
3.63 
0.55 
1.17 
Remax4c8 
p 4.01 
P<..')5 
X) 4.01 
P ^.01 
P <.J1 
p^.01 
p < , 0 1 
p ^,01 
/' 'J 
TABI.S 3.2 COMPASLSON OF HAHNOS OF SEI#F AMD QTALR UhXiLi^Ti^tS GlVa« 
BI ISOLATES 
S.Ko. Palps of 
adjectlTSS 
1 . Bed-Good 
2 , Dis loyal -Loyal 
3 . Stupid-Cleirer 
l+. U^ly-Beautlful 
5 . Short-Tal l 
6 , Passi'«e-Actlve 
?• Slow-Fast 
8 . Po%«rless-
Powepftil 
9 . Dir ty-Seat 
10, Lazy-Hardworicing 
1 1 . Unfriendly-
fr iendly 
1 2 . Qaite-Loud 
1 3 . Mean-Kind 
lif. Wea3G-Strong 
15» Untruatworthy-
Trustworthy 
16 , Helaated-Tense 
SSLF 
Mean 
2 . 7 
3.2 
2-7 
3 .2 
2 . 9 
3-1 
3 . 3 
2 . 5 
3 .3 
2 .9 
2 . 6 
2 . 6 
3.1 
2 . 3 
3 .2 
2 . 7 
S.D. 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0 .8 
0.9 
0 ,9 
0 .8 
0 .7 
0.8 
1 .0 
0 .8 
0.6 
0 .8 
0.9 
0 .3 
OTHSil NEGLECTBSS 
M«an 
2 .1 
?.2 
2 . 8 
2 . 8 
2.»f 
2 . 7 
2 .6 
2 . 3 
3 . 0 
2 . 6 
2 . 7 
2.If 
2 . 8 
2 . 6 
2 . 5 
2 . 7 
S.D. 
0 .8 
0.9 
1.0 
1 .0 
0 .8 
0 .7 
0 .7 
0 .8 
0 .8 
0 .8 
0 . 8 
0 .7 
0 .7 
1 .0 
0.6 
0 .7 
t 
3.31 
5.25 
0.50 
2 .00 
3.12 
2.1^8 
lf.3V 
1.25 
1.99 
1.87 
0 .55 
1.33 
2 .30 
1.65 
h.57 
0.00 
Reiaarka 
p<1.01 
P < . 0 1 
P4I.05 
P <.01 
p ^ . 0 1 
P ^ . 0 1 
p< .05 
p ^ . 0 5 
p < . 0 5 
P ^ .01 
7i 
TABLE 3 . 3 COMPARISON OP H.\TIIK}S OF SELF AHD OTHKH I3DLATES GITQ^ 
BY ISOLATES 
S,No» Pairs of 
adjectives 
n Bad-Good 
2« Dis])oyal-Lo7al 
3 . Stapld-Cle-ver 
If. Ugly-Beautiful 
5. Short-Tall 
6 . Passive-ActdT* 
7* Slow-Fast 
8« Poverless* 
Powerful 
9 . Dirty -Neat 
10. Lazy-Hardworking 
11 . Unfriei^Jly-
Friendly 
12. Quite-Loud 
13. Mean-Kind 
1i*. Weak-StrorTg 
15» tJntxvstwortiQf-
Trustworthy 
16. Helazed-Tense 
SELF 
Ifoan 
2.7 
3.2 
2 .7 
3.2 
2.9 
3*1 
3.3 
2 .5 
3.3 
2.9 
2.6 
2.6 
3.1 
2 .3 
3.2 
2 .7 
S.O. 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.8 
0.9 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.8 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.8 
0.9 
0.8 
OTHER ISOLATES 
^ a n SJ>. 
2.8 
2.h 
2.9 
2 .8 
2.U-
2.7 
2.8 
2.If 
2.9 
2 .5 
2.6 
2.3 
2.8 
2.If 
2.8 
2.9 
0,8 
1.0 
1.2 
1.0 
0.7 
0.9 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.9 
0.7 
0.8 
t 
2.76 
If.OO 
0.90 
2.00 
3.30 
2.20 
2.93 
0.60 
2.66 
2.50 
0.00 
0.13 
2.15 
0.^8 
2.V8 
1.25 
Heraarks 
P 4 . 0 1 
P<-01 
p < . 0 5 
p < . 0 l 
P 4'95 
p^.OI 
p < .01 
p^..01 
p < . 0 5 
P 4 . 0 1 
Tabl* 3,1 represents the ctwparlson of tiie ratings of self 
and other popularSf g l^n by « » Isolates. T!» table shows that 
the two sets of ratings differ significantly on elp^ht ad^ectlve-
palrs, and Insignificantly on the remaining e i ^ t pairs. Table 
3.2 shows the ooti^arlson of the ratings of sel f and o«ier ne^lec-
tees gl-ven by the isolates. I t shows that the two sets of 
ratings differ significantly on ten adjective-pairs and inslgni-
fieantly on six pairs. Table 3.3 presents the coraparison of 
ratings of self and otlier Isolates obtained by isolates . The 
table shows that the two types of ratings differ significantly 
on ten trait-pairs and insignifieantly on six pairs. 
A general observation of the above mentioned tables 
r e v e l s that Isolates have rated themselves neutrally on the 
adjeotive-pairs l i t e loyal-disloyal, ugly-beantifol, passive-
active, slow-fast, dlr^-neaty raean-klnd and untrust^i^rthy-
trastworthy and negatively on the resialBlng pairs. Isolates 
have rat€Ki other pwolars positively on lasy-hardwsrking, 
negatively on loysl-disloyal, short-tall , quite-loud and 
relaxed-teme and neutrally on the reaalnlng pairs of traits . 
Other neglectees have been rated neutrally on dirty-neat, and 
nega^vely on all the refnalning fifteen pairs. Other isolates 
have been rated negatively on a l l the sixteen pairs of adjec-
t ives . Like neglectees, isolates have not given a single 
posltlira rating to themseliras as well as to the other neglee-
tees and isolates . On the vhole, isolates have given more 
negative ratings than negleetees, to self as vei l as to others* 
To find out the differences aaong three socionietrie 
groups, with regard to i3t» evaluation of traits in terms of 
iji^ortanee, desire^ility and raretMss* the means and SDs of 
the ratings of three groups for thirty-two adjectives 
(unfolded from the sixteen pairs) were obtained. For the 
significanee of difference ^aong three groupsy the t - test was 
used. The results are presented in tables i>^ , ^?^^i (>-
7'. 
TABLE lf ,1 TRAIT COMPAQ SOH IH TEBMS OF IMPORT, IKJElPOPUL J l V3 SSGLBCTSSS 
S.So. Factors 
1 . Bad 
2 . Good 
3* I « y a l 
U. D is loya l 
5. Stiipid 
6 . Clever 
7 . Ugly 
8 . Beaut i fu l 
9 . Short 
1 0 . T a l l 
1 1 . Passi^ra 
12 . Active 
13 . Slow 
m . Past 
1?. Poverless 
1 6 . Poverfol 
1 7 . D i r t y 
I S . Heat 
19 . Lasy 
2 0 , Rardvortelf^ 
2 1 , Unfr iendly 
2 2 . Fr iend ly 
2 3 . Quite 
2U. Laud 
2 5 . Mean 
2 6 . Kind 
2 7 . Vfeak 
:?8. Stror^ 
2 9 . Untrustworthy 
3 0 . Trustworthy 
3 1 . Relaxed 
3 2 . Tense 
POPUUm 
He an 
1.7 
^ . 6 
if .6 
1.7 
2 .2 
l is 
3.9 
2 . 0 
3 .8 
2 . 5 
3 .5 
2.h 
3.9 
2 . 8 
3.1 
2 . 0 
2 .9 
3.1 
3.2 
3.2 
3-? 
3'^ 
3 .5 
i+.O 
3.1 
l f .1 
3 .8 
if .2 
2 .9 
2 .9 
S .D. 
0 .8 
0.5 
oi l 
0.7 
1.2 
0 .8 
1.2 
0 .8 
1.0 
1.1 
1.3 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
0.9 
]:l 
iA 
1.3 
l.»f 
1.3 
1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
i . i f 
1.2 
1.3 
1.1 
1.3 
1.0 
J^GLSGTEBS 
Mean 
3.6 
s-t 
3*0 
2 .6 
^•2 
2 . 8 3.*^ 
2 .7 
2 .7 
2 .9 
3.3 
2 . 5 
2 .9 
2 . 5 
3.1 
3 .0 
3 .0 
2 .9 
3.2 
3-2 
3.*^ 
3 .0 
3*2 2 . 8 
3.6 
3 . ^ 
3.1 
3 .3 
3.2 
2 .9 
2 .6 
S.D. 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.7 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
0.8 
1.2 
1.0 
1.0 
0.7 
1.0 
0.9 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
0.9 
1.1 
1.0 
1.1 
1.0 
1.0 
1.1 
1.1 
1.0 
0 .8 
t 
10.38 
9.Of 
6.83 
10.01 
2 .75 
2 .78 
5.1»% 
2.36 
3.78 
5.11 
2 .05 
0.93 
0.if7 
h.h? 
1.17 
0,17 
U , % 
3.MS 
0.08 
0.61 
0.33 
0.71 
2.^9 
^ • ^ 3.28 
1.96 
1.00 
i f .Mf 
2.22 
^ . 3 : 
0.33 
1.27 
Hemarks 
p < .01 
P ^..01 
p <1.01 
p^ . .0 l 
P ^ . 0 1 
p ^..01 
p l•o^ 
P 4 . 0 5 
p^..01 
p ^ . 0 1 
p ^ . 0 5 
p ^ . 0 1 
r^..oi T>/ .01 
*• 
p 4 .05 
- <i.05 
jo <, • o l 
V < .05 
r) ^ . 0 1 
P ^ . 0 5 
- ^ . 0 1 
BS6LSCTEBS 
•} 
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TABLE if.2 THAIT COMPARISOH IM TERMS OF DESIHABILITy-POPULAas VS. 
S«M6, Factors POPULARS 
Mean 
2.3 
1^ .2 
\'X 
M 
2.0 
W.5 
2.lf 
»^ .3 
3.1 
2 .0 
11 
2.5 
3.7 
2.3 
» .^5 
1.9 
»*.3 
2.5 
3.6 
2.9 
3.2 
1.9 
h.-i 
2.1 
U.O 
1.8 
if.5 
2.3 
3.7 
S.D. 
0.9 
1.0 
0.8 
0.7 
1.0 
1.2 
0.6 
0.6 
1.2 
0,7 
1.2 
1.3 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 
0.8 
0.6 
0.8 
0.9 
1.1 
1.1 
1.0 
1.1 
0.7 
0.6 
1.0 
0.9 
0.7 
0.5 
1.0 
1.1 
I^ GLBCTESS 
M«aii 
2.8 
3.6 
3.0 
2.8 
2.U 
2.9 
2.8 
2I8 
2.6 
2.5 
3.1 
2.5 
2.5 
2.if 
3.1 
3.1 
3.5 
2.7 
3.3 
2.9 
3.6 
2.9 
2.7 
2.3 
3.5 
2.6 
2.8 
2.2 
2.6 
2.»f 
SJ) . 
0.8 
0.9 
1.2 
0.7 
0.7 
0.9 
1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
1.0 
0.7 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
0.9 
1.1 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.1 
1.0 
1.»f 
0.9 
oIS 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
0.9 
t 
2.93 
2.99 
5.73 
6.if8 
0.1*2 
»f.31 
h.^ 
5.98 
1.55 
9,kB 
2.M) 
1.*iW 
0,96 
5^9? 
0.27 
2.6lf 
if.oe 
5.39 
if.21 
U.66 
1.57 
0.07 
0.10 
2.9f 
2.55 
lf.26 
2-!t3 
5.82 
2.65 
1.6if 
6.32 
Ret3ax4c 
P < . 0 1 
p^: .01 
p ^ . 0 1 
P^..01 
p-^ .01 
P< .01 
p ^ . 0 1 
P <:.oi 
P 4 . 0 1 
P < . 0 1 
p^..01 
P ^ . 0 1 
p . i . 01 
-0 ^ .01 
P ^ . 0 1 
P < . 0 1 
P <.01 
P <.01 
P ^ .01 
P C.OI 
p 4 .01 
p <.01 
P <.oi 
1. Bad 
2 . Good 
3 . Loyal 
If. Disloyal 
5. Stupid 
6 . dairer 
7. Ugly 
8 . BeaatAfnl 
9 . Short 
10. TaU 
11. Passive 
12 . AcU-vo 
13. Slow 
llf . Fast 
15. Poverless 
16. Poverftil 
17. Dirty 
18. 8eat 
19. Lazy 
20. Hardvorklng 
2 1 . Unfriendly 
22 . Friendly 
2 3 . Quite 
2if. Load 
25 . Kean 
26. Kim 
2 7 . Weak 
28 . Strong 
29 . Untnistworthy 
30. Trustworthy 
31. Relaxed 
32. Tense 
TABLE U-.3 TRAIT COMPAiBOIf IN T8RMS OF GOMMOIiESS;POHJLAasyS. lEGL^TSBS 
S.lfo. Factors 
1 . Bad 
2 , Good 
3 , Loyal 
V* Disloyal 
5. Stapld 
o« Clever 
d. Beautiful 
9» Short 
10, Ta l l 
1 1 . Passive 
12, Active 
13. Slow 
IV. Fast 
15. Powerless 
16. Powerful 
17. Dirty 
IB. Seat 
19. Lazy 
20 . Hardworking 
2 1 . tJnfriendly 
22. Friendly 
23. Quite 
2C. Loud 
25. Mean 
26. Klna 
27. Weak 
23 . Strong 
29. Untrustworthy 
30. Trustworthy 
31 . Relaxed 
32, Tense 
POPOLARS 
Mean 
3.6 
2.3 
2.3 
3.7 
If.O 
2.0 
2.8 
3-2 
3*9 
2.1^ 
3.5 
2.3 
J .3 
2.3 
3.5 
2.7 
3.6 
0 *> 
3.5 
•^1 
2.3 
3.1 
1 - ^ 
3.2 
2.5 
3-7 
2.if 
3.6 
2.5 
3.7 
2.2 
S.D. 
1.0 
1.2 
1.2 
1.0 
0.9 
0.9 
1.»^  
1.3 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
1.1 
'^ ,"» 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
1.0 
1.»f 
1.U 
1.3 
1.3 
1.V 
i • '> 
1 0 
1-3 
1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
HEGLSCTKES 
Mean SJ>. 
2.6 
3.V 
3.7 
2.9 
2.5 
2.9 
2.9 
3.1 
2.7 
2.H 
2.8 
2.9 
- » ' *, 
2.6 
2.9 
2.9 
3.0 
3.1 
3-0 
c iry 
3-2 2.8 
1.1 
3.1 
2.9 
2.9 
2.9 
2.8 
2.7 
2I6 
1.2 
0.9 
0.9 
0,8 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
1.1 
^•2 0.3 
1.0 
0.8 
1.1 
1.0 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
0.8 
1.2 
t 
V .^30 
»f.97 
6.28 
^ • ^ 7.82 
W.25 
0.30 
0.30 
U.82 
0,26 
3.62 
2.75 
6.21 
1.15 
2.61 
0.99 
2.88 
3.9V 
2.32 
1.55 
2.71 
1.31 
1.3? 
0.96 
O.M 
1.71 
3.20 
2.17 
I'll 0.80 
5.28 
1.82 
rieiaarks 
p <:.01 
p < .0 i 
P^.01 
Pc .Ol 
P< .01 
Vc .^1 
t^</.01 
p^^.oi 
P^.01 
T>^.01 
p< .01 
n ^ .01 
-0 < .01 
P 4.05 
P^.01 
P4..05 
p^ .0$ 
P / . 0 1 
P^..05 
p^i,.01 
P^.01 
P^..05 
Table h^^ gives the coapariaon between the ratings by 
pofnilars and nsgleetees for laportanee of the traits* An 
exaaLnatlMi of the table re^raals that the ratings of popiUars 
and negleetees differ significantly on tventy edjeetiTos. An 
O'verall observation of the table reveals that both the popalars 
and nsgleotees have rated the aijeetives l ike stupid, ugly, 
short, passive, slow, powerless, lazy, relaxed and tense as 
unla^wrtMit. The adjectives like clever, beautiful, active, 
powerful, neat, hardworking, unfriendly, friendly, quite, lotid, 
weak and untrjistworthy have been rated neutrally by both the 
groups. A sharp difference bet*;ieen the ratings of two groups 
i s on adjectives like bad, good, loyal, disloyal, t a l l , dirty, 
{fiean, kind, strong ani trustworthy* The adjectives l i t e good, 
loyal, kind strong and trustworthy, have been rated as impor-
tant and adjectives bad, disloyal and dirty by the populars as 
unlaq>ortant« The adjectives bad, good, loyal, disloyal, dirty, 
strong fSKi trustworthy, have been neutrally rated by the 
negleetees* 
Table U-^ a presents the eoaapari^ ^n of retires of populars 
and negllectees in terms of desirability* An observation of the 
table reveals that populars* and negleetees* ratings differ 
significantly on twenty three adjectives. A perusal of t*e 
table V*2 brings out the fact that the ratings of populars 
and negleetees strikingly differ on certain adjectives^ fop 
•zanple* Popalare ^^^^Ijgf^jj^flgffk4»^^reiblm the adjecUves like^ 
7o 
loyal, tally beantlfol, mat , kind, hardvorking and trustvorthy, 
while negleetees hav« rated al l these adjectives except the 
two ( t a l l and stror^), near neatral point of desirable-
undesirable diMiuiion. Tall and strong haire been rated as 
undesirable by neglectees* On the whole thirteen adjectives 
have been rated as undesirable by both the populars and 
negleetees* 
table h»3 shows the eooparison of ratings of populars 
•nd neglectees regarding the rareness of traits . On twenty-
two adjectives tiie difference i s significant. A close obser-
vation of ttm ttf»le reveals that b o ^ populars and neglectees 
have given un»>sraon ratings to the adjectives like dlever, 
ugly, t a l l , active, fast , powerful, hardworking, friendly, 
loed, kind, strong, trustworthy and tense. Both the groups 
have given neutral retires to the adjectives liiOB beautiful, 
lasy, dirty, unfriendly and aean. The adjective stupid has 
been rated as coraaon by populars and uncoiSBBon by neglectees. 
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TABLB 5,1 TRAIT COMPAHISON IS TSBMS OF IHP0HTAllCE5P0PDLA.aS \^, ISOLATES 
S . llo • Factors 
1 . Bad 
2* Good 
3 . Loyal 
V* D i s l o y a l 
J . Stupid 
o . Clever 
7 . tJgly 
8 . Beaut i fu l 
9» Short 
10. Tal l 
1 1 . Passi^ra 
1 2 . Active 
1 3 . Slow 
1*f. Pas t 
1 5 . Powerless 
16 . Powerf\il 
17 . Dirty 
1 8 . Heat 
19 . Lazy 
20, Hardworking 
2 1 . Unfriendly 
2 2 . Friendly 
2 3 . Quite 
2U. Loud 
2 5 . Mean 
2 6 . Rind 
2 7 . Weak 
2 8 . Strong 
2 9 . tin trustworthy 
30 , Trustworthy 
3 1 . Relaxed 
32 . Tense 
POPULARS 
Mean 
h.l 
h,6 
1*7 
2 . 2 
U 
3-9 
2.0 
3-8 
2*5 
3 .5 
2,h 
3-2 
2.8 
3*1 
2.0 
3 . 8 
2 .9 
3-1 
3.2 
3.2 
3.5 
3'h 
3.5 
^..0 
3-1 
if.1 
3 .8 
h.2 
2 .9 
2 . 9 
S .D. 
0 .8 
0 .5 
0 .5 
0 .8 
0 .7 
1.2 
0 .8 
1.1 
0 .8 
1.0 
1.1 
1.3 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
0.9 
1.3 
1.V 
1.lf 
1.3 
1.lf 
1*3 
1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
1.W 
1.2 
1-3 
1.1 
1.3 
1.0 
ISOLATSS 
Mean 
2.U. 
2 . 5 
2 . 7 
2.M. 
2 . 7 
2 .9 
2 .1 
•^5 
2 . 8 
2 . 8 
3.0 
3 .5 
2 .5 
3 . 0 
2.1*. 
2 . 8 
2 . 8 
3.5 
2.If 
3 .8 
2 . 5 
3.2 
2 . 3 
3 .0 
l-^ 
\^> 
3.1 
H 2 . 6 
3.1 
S .D. 
1.0 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
1.2 
1.1 
0.7 
1.0 
0.9 
1.0 
0 .8 
0 .9 
0 .7 
1.1 
0 .8 
0.9 
0 .7 
0.9 
0 .7 
1.0 
0 .8 
0.9 
0 .8 
1.2 
0 .8 
0.9 
0 .9 
1.1 
0.9 
0 .8 
0 .7 
0.9 
t 
if.Of 
13.51 
11.30 
3.88 
2 .67 
3-39 
1.56 
2 .10 
if.22 
h.53 
2.75 
0.25 
0.65 
3.8if 
2.00 
0.99 
U.28 
1.39 
2.1U 
2 .75 
3*23 
0.08 
^.58 
1.90 
5.^9 
»+.93 
3.16 
2.12 
3.16 
?: l l 
0.98 
Be marks 
p <:.0l 
p ^ .01 
P ^ . 0 1 
P ^ . 0 1 
p ^ .01 
p <i..Ol 
P < . 0 5 
p ^ . O l 
p ^ . 0 1 
p C.01 
p < . o i 
p < .05 
p 4 .01 
P ^ . 0 5 
T) ^  .01 
p c^o^ 
V ^^.01 
p 4..05 
T) 4 .01 
T) ^ .01 
p <.01 
p <.0«,' 
P ^ .01 
p ^ .01 
p ^ .05 
H 0 
TABLE 5.2 THAIT COMPARISON IH TEBHS OF DSSIHABILITY; POPULASS VS. 
ISOLATES 
S^No. Factors POPOl 
Mean 
2 . 3 
if .2 
l*.2 
1.8 
2 .3 
•^? 2 . 0 
U..5 
2.t|. 
V .3 
3-1 2 . 8 
2 . 3 
3»B 
2.5 
3.7 
2.3 
»t.5 
1.9 
i^.3 
1:1 
2 .9 
3.2 
1.9 
t\ 
i f .O 
1.3 
>f.5 
2 . 3 
3.7 
^AHS 
S J ) . 
0.9 
1.0 
0.8 
0 .7 
1.0 
1.2 
0.6 
0.6 
1.2 
0.7 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 
ols 
0.6 
0 .8 
0.9 
1.1 
1.1 
1.0 
1.1 
0.7 
0.6 
1.0 
0 .9 
0.7 
0.5 
1.0 
1.1 
ISOLATES 
Mean 
2 . 3 
3 .0 
3.3 
2.3 
2 . 5 
3.2 
2 . 1 
3.6 
2.6 
2.9 
2.5 
3.0 
2 .6 
3 .0 
2 .9 
^ .U 
2 .2 
3*1 
2 .6 
3.»* 
3.1 
2 .9 
3 .0 
2 .6 
2 . 1 
3 .0 
2 .9 
2. i f 
2 . 6 
3.2 
2 .2 
2 .7 
S .D . 
0.8 
1.1 
1.0 
0 .7 
0.9 
1.0 
0 .7 
1.1 
0.8 
1.0 
0% 
0.9 
0.8 
1.0 
0.9 
0 .7 
0.8 
0.8 
oil 
0.9 
0.9 
1.0 
0.7 
0.9 
1.2 
0.8 
0 .8 
0.9 
0 .8 
1.1 
t 
O.Mf 
5-58 
^ .71 
2.9»f 
0.87 
2.95 
0.73 
lf.U2 
0.82 
7.77 
2.U2 
0.72 
1.23 
3.88 
1.86 
6.00 
0.86 
8.98 
U..33 
Vf.76 
2.92 
3.2if 
0.58 
2 .91 
1.68 
7.85 
^.36 
8.2W 
5.32 
8.15 
0.31 
if .65 
Hemarks 
•p^ .01 
p < . O l 
T)<.01 
pz,.oi 
1>^,.01 
15 -C.OI 
P 4 . 0 1 
t> < .01 
p^-oC 
p < .01 
P< .01 
V< .01 
p < .01 
p < . 0 1 
p < . 0 1 
p < .01 
P < . 0 5 
P< ; .01 
p < . 0 1 
p < . 0 1 
p < .01 
p < . 0 1 
P Z . 0 1 
1. Bad 
2 . Good 
3 . Loyal 
if. Disloyal 
5 . Stupid 
6 . Cle-ver 
7. tJRly 
8 . Beautifal 
9 . Sbort 
10. Tall 
1 1 . Passl"TO 
12. Actios 
13 . Slow 
1if. Past 
15. Powerless 
16. Powerful 
17. Olrty 
18. Meat 
19. Lagy 
20. Hardvorktng 
2 1 . Unfriendly 
22 . Friendly 
2 3 . Oulte 
2if. Loud 
25 . Mean 
26. Kind 
27* Weak 
2 3 . Strong 
29 . Untrustworthy 
30. Trustwortl^ 
31. nalaxed 
32. Tense 
Si 
TABLE 't.3 TRAIT COMPARISOIl IN TERMS OF COMMOMNgSS'^ OHJLARS VS. ISOLATBS 
S .No. Factor* POHTLARS 
Mean 
3.6 
2 ,3 
2 .3 
3.7 
h.O 
2 . 0 
2*8 
3.2 
3.9 
2.If 
3.5 
2 . 3 
3.9 
2 . 3 
3.5 
2^7 
3.6 
2 .2 
3.5 
§:l 
!:? 
2 .9 
3.2 
2.5 
3.7 
2.If 
3.6 
2.5 
3.7 
2.2 
S.D. 
1.0 
1.2 
1.2 
1.0 
0 .9 
0.9 
l . i f 
l . i f 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
1.1 
1.1 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
1.0 
l . i f 
1 . ^ 
1.3 
ilh 
1 . ^ 
1.3 
1.3 
1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
ISOLATES 
Mean 
2.5 
3.0 
2 .9 
2 .6 
2 .9 
3 .0 
2 .8 
2 .3 
2 .3 
2.5 
2 .3 
3.»* 
2.5 
3.2 
2.»f 
2.1if 
3.1 
2.6 
3.3 
2 . 7 
3 .0 
2 . 8 
2.5 
3.2 
2 .7 
2.if 
3.1 
3.W 
3.1 
2.6 
2 .1 
2 . 0 
S J ) . 
0.9 
1.2 
0.9 
0.8 
1.1 
1.0 
ols 
0.7 
0.9 
0 .7 
1.1 
0 .7 
0.9 
0.7 
0 .9 
0.9 
0.9 
1.1 
0.9 
1.1 
?:S 
1.2 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
1.1 
oil 
0.8 
Reaaxki 
I: 
1. Bad 
2 . Good 
3 . Loyal 
If. Disloyal 
5. Sttipld 
Cleir»r 
U Beautiful 
9 . Short 
10. Tall 
11. Passive 
12. Aetlfe 
13. Slov 
iJf. Fast 
15. Powerless 
16. PowerlHil 
17. Dirty 
18. Heat 
19. Lazy 
20 . Bardvorklng 
2 1 . Unfriendly 
2 2 . Friendly 
23 . Quite 
2V. Loud 
25. Mean 
26 . Kind 
27. Weak 
28 . Strong 
29. Untrustworthy 
30. Trustworthy 
31. Relaxed 
32. Tense 
5.U2 
2.99 
3%^ 5.66 
5.W0 
»f.91 
0,00 
If. 06 
7.91 
0.53 
6,00 
if. 56 
7.37 
»f.5l 
5.26 
1.35 
2.59 
1.78 
1.07 
1.18 
2.5if 
2 .20 
2 .07 
1.37 
2 .07 
0.60 
2.59 
»f.6l 
1.97 
0.22 
o!^ 
P ^ 
P < 
P < 
P < 
P ^ 
P ^ 
P < 
P ^ 
P ^ 
p ^ , 
P ^ 
P < 
P < 
V< 
P^ 
P < 
P < 
T ) < 
P < 
P < 
P < 
P < 
P ^ 
,01 
.01 
•01 
.01 
,01 
,01 
.01 
,01 
,01 
,01 
.01 
,01 
.01 
.01 
.0^ 
,01 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.01 
.01 
.05 
.01 
Si 
Table 5*1 pre^nts the eon|>arlson of ratings of populars 
and Isolates w i ^ regard to tiM iiq>ortaiiee of adjectives. 
Table shovs teat on twenty five adjectlvest the difference 
betM»en tbe ratings of two group Is slgnlflciuit. An exaaln»-
tlon of the table 5*1 reveals that both the groups have rated as 
unloportaat the adjectives 111m^ bad^ disloyal^ stupid, ugly, 
short, slow, powerless, dirty, lesy and relazeds beoutlftil, 
active, fast , hardv<»>klng, friendly, loud, meaii and untrustworthy 
have been given ratings near neutral point by botti the groups* 
Pofralars have rated as laportant the adjectives l ike good, 
loyal , kind, strong and trustworthy} eoBiparatlvely isolates 
have rated these adjectives either as neutral or uBlnporttfit* 
Table 5*2 shows thet eooparison of populeurs* and isolates* 
ratlins Mlih regard to the desirability of the traits* On 
twenty two adjectives, the difference between the two groups* 
ratlins i s signlf leant* An overall examination of the table 
reveals that b o ^ the populars and Isolates have given undesira-
ble ratings to the traits Ilka bad, disloyal, stupid, ugly, 
short, slow, powerless, dirty, lasy, aeaa, weak, untrustworthy, 
and relaxed* Both the groins have given neutral ratings to the 
adjectives Ilka clever and fast* Populars have rated the 
adjectives good, loyal, bemitiftd, t a l l , neat, hardworking, 
kind, stroi% and trustworthy as desirable* As eoaqpared to 
populars, isolates have given either the neutral or undesirable 
ratings to these adjectives* 
H.] 
Table 5*3 gtyms the eoaQ>ari8on between ratings of 
popvtlars and Isolates In terms of the rarermss of the descrip-
tive traits* On tventy three adjectives, the difference between 
the ratings of the two groups i s significant* A perusal of the 
table reveals that both the populars and isolates hare rated 
as uncosnon to the adjectives lites loyal, ugly, t a l l , powerfnl, 
neat, hardworldng, friendly, kind, trustwortlh^ and tense* The 
adjectives l i t e dirty, lasy, unfriendly, weaJk and untrustworthy, 
are rated eus neutral v l ^ respect to eonsaonness <- unoonnoness, 
by both the gronps* 
^4 
TABLB 6 . 1 TRAIT COHPAHISON IN TSHMS OF IMPOHTAHCE; IIEGLECT32S VS. 
ISOLATES 
S.No* Factors 
1 . Bad 
2 . Good 
3* Loyal 
h* D is loya l 
5. Stupid 
o« Clever 
7 . TJgly 
8 . Beaut i fu l 
9 . Short 
1 0 . T a l l 
1 1 . PassiTe 
12 . Act ive 
13 . Slow 
l i f . Fast 
15 . Poi^r less 
1 6 , Poverft i l 
17 . D i r t y 
1 8 . lleat 
19• Lazy 
2 0 . Hardworking 
2 1 . Unfriendily 
2 2 . Fr iendly 
2 3 . Qaite 
2^ . Loud 
25* Mean 
2 6 . Kind 
27* Weak 
2 3 . Strong 
2 9 . Untrustworthy 
3 0 . Trustworthy 
3 1 . Balaxed 
^ . Tense 
HBGLBCTSSS 
Mean S J ) . 
3 .6 
3.1 
3*5 3.6 
2 .6 
3-5 2 . 8 
3A 
2 . 7 
2 . 7 
2 .9 
3.3 
2 . 5 
2 .9 
2 . 5 
3.1 
3 .0 
3.0 
2 . 9 
3 ^ 
3.2 
3.»^ 
3 .0 
3 . 0 
2 . 8 
3.6 
3 A 
3 .1 
3.3 
3.2 
2 .9 
2 .6 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.7 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
0.8 
1.2 
1.0 
1.0 
0.7 
1.0 
0.9 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
0.9 
1.1 
1.0 
1.1 
1.0 
1.0 
1.1 
1.1 
1.0 
0 .8 
ISOLATES 
Mean 
2.W 
2 .5 
2 .7 
2.lf 
2 .7 
2 .9 
2 .1 
3*5 2 .8 
2 .8 
3 .0 
3.5 
2 .5 
3.0 
2.h 
2 . 8 
2 .8 
3.5 
2.1% 
3.8 
2 .5 
3.2 
2.3 
3 .0 
\ ^ 
\:l 
3.1 
1:1 
3.1 
S J ) . 
1.0 
0.9 
0,9 
0.9 
1.2 
1.1 
0.7 
1.0 
0.9 
1.0 
0.8 
0.9 
0.7 
1.1 
0.8 
0.9 
0.7 
0.9 
0 .7 
1.0 
0 .8 
oi l 
1.2 
0.8 
0.9 
0.9 
1.1 
?•? 0.8 
0.7 
0.9 
t 
5.89 
^-l? 
3.68 
5.98 
0.69 
0.61 
U.lif 
0.35 
0.51 
0.)*7 
0.85 
0.80 
0.11 
O.Mf 
1.17 
1.35 
1.12 
2.Mf 
2.6lf 
2.39 
3.57 
0.97 
if .01 
0.25 
2 .35 
2 .70 
5.18 
2.32 
0.95 
1.75 
1.53 
2.If 5 
Hemarks 
p <.01 
p < . 0 1 
P 4 .01 
p ^ .01 
P 4 . 0 1 
T)-^.01 
p-C.OI 
p < . 0 1 
p < .01 
p < .01 
p ^^.05 
P<i:.oi 
P 4 . 0 5 
p ^ . 0 5 
P C ' 0 5 
p ^ . 0 1 
S.i 
TABLE 6.2 TRAIT COHPABISON IH TEBMS OP DSSIEABILZXY; XSGLLCT£SS VS. 
ISOLATES 
S.Ho. Factors 
1 . Ba<i 
2 . Good 
3 . Loyal 
h* D i s loya l 
5 . Stupid 
6 . Clever 
7. t igly 
B* BeautifVil 
9 . Short 
1 0 , T a l l 
1 1 , P a s s i f s 
1 2 . AetlT* 
13 . Slow 
1U. Fas t 
1^. Pover less 
16 . Powerful 
1 7 . D ir ty 
1 8 . Neat 
^9^ Lasy 
2 0 . Hardworking 
2 1 . Unfriendly 
2 2 . Friendly 
2 3 . vdaite 
2if. Loud 
2 5 . Mean 
2 6 . Kind 
2 7 . Weak 
2 8 . Strong 
2 9 . Untrustworthy 
30• Trustworthy 
3 1 . Belazed 
3 2 . Tense 
NSGLBCTSBS 
Mean 
2 . 8 
3.6 
3-2 2 . 8 
2 A 
2 . 9 
2 . 8 
kl 
2 . 6 
^.5 
3.1 
?.5 
?.5 
?.Vf 
3.1 
3.1 
3.5 
?.7 
3.3 
2.9 
3.6 
2.9 
2.7 
2.3 
1:1 
2 . 8 
2 . 2 
H 2 . 6 
2.i*. 
S .D. 
0 .8 
0.9 
1.2 
0 .7 
0 .7 
0.9 
1.1 
1.2 
1.1 
1.0 
0 . 7 
1.1 
0.9 
1 .0 
0 .9 
1.1 
1.0 
1.0 
1 .0 
1.1 
1.0 
1 . » 4 . 
0.9 
0 .7 
0 .8 
1.1 
0.9 
1 .0 
0 .8 
1.0 
1.2 
0 .9 
ISOLATES 
Mean 
2 . 3 
3 . 0 
3.3 
2'3 
2.5 
3.2 
2.1 
3 .6 
2 . 6 
3 . 9 
?.5 
3 .0 
2 . 6 
3 . 0 
2 .9 
?.»• 
2 .2 
3-1 
2 . 6 
3*^ 
3.1 
2 .9 
3 . 0 
2 . 6 
2 .1 
3 . 0 
2 .9 
2.h 
2 . 6 
3.2 
2 .2 
2 . 7 
S.D. 
0.8 
1.1 
1.0 
0 .7 
0 .9 
1 .0 
0 .7 
1.1 
0 .8 
1.0 
ols 
0.9 
0 .8 
1 .0 
0.9 
ols 
0.8 
2'? 0 .8 
0.9 
0.9 
1.0 
0 .7 
0.9 
1.2 
0 .8 
0 . 8 
0,9 
0 . 8 
1.1 
t 
2 .66 
2.91 
1.38 
3.22 
0.«7 
1.38 
3.7^ 
1.55 
0*96 
1.5V 
0.00 
0.71 
0.33 
2.W) 
2 .36 
3 .30 
5.1^ 
2.1lf 
0.lf3 
0.1+6 
1.23 
2 .73 
0.97 
1.3^^ 
1.91 
2.If 3 
0.09 
2 . 0 8 
1.11 
Hecaarks 
p < . 0 1 
p ^ . 0 1 
P ^ . 0 1 
p ^ . 0 1 
T>^.05 
p<i .01 
p ^ . 0 1 
P <«o5 
p <.01 
P < . 0 1 
p < - 0 5 
P ^ .01 
r ) ^ . 0 5 
Ho 
TABLE 6 . 3 TRAIT COMPARISON IH TERMS OF COM T^OmJESS^  NKGLSCTSES VS 
ISOLATES 
S . N 6 . F a e t o r t NBGLECTESS 
Mean S*D, 
ISOLATES Bemarks 
Itean 
2 .5 
3 .0 
2 .9 
2 .6 
2 .9 
3.0 
2.8 
2.3 
2 .3 
2 .5 
2 .3 
3.>f 
2.5 
3.2 
7.h 
7..h 
3.1 
? .6 
3.3 
?.7 
"^ •5 ?.8 
?.5 
3.2 
2 .7 
2.If 
3.1 
3.»f 
3.1 
2 .6 
2 . 1 
2.0 
S.D 
0.9 
1.2 
0.9 
0 .8 
1.1 
1.0 
ols 
0.7 
0.9 
0.7 
1.1 
0.7 
0.9 
0.7 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
1.1 
^^.9 
1.1 
0 .7 
1.0 
1.2 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
1.1 
ols 
0.8 
1. Bad 
2 . Good 
3 , Loyal 
i^ . Disloyal 
5* Stupid 
6 . Clever 
7. Ugly 
3 . Beautiful 9 . Short 
10. Tall 
11. Passive 
12. Active 
13. Slow 
^h. Past 
1J. Powerless 
16. Powerftil 
17. Dirty 
13. Neat 
19. Lazy 
20 . Hardworking 
21 . tJtifriewily 
22. Frienaiy 
?3. Quite 
?1f. Loiad 
t5<. Mean 
26 . Kind 
27. Weak 
2B. Strong 
29 . Untrastwortliy 
30. Tmstworthy 
31. Re lax^ 
32. Tense 
2,6 
3'h 
3.7 
2.9 
2 .5 
2.9 
2.9 
3.1 
2 .7 
2.if 
2 .8 
2 .9 
2.7 
2.6 
2.9 
2.9 
3.0 
3.1 
3.0 
2.9 
^•2 2.8 li 
3.1 
2.9 
2.9 
•^t 2.8 
2.7 li 
1.2 
0.9 
ols 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
1.1 
0.9 
0 .8 
1.0 
0 .8 
1.1 
1.0 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
1.1 
0 .9 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.1 
0.9 
1.0 
1.0 
0 .8 
1.2 
o.5kf 
1.55 
3.95 
i .M f 
1.78 
0.35 
0.39 
if .20 
2 .15 
0.96 
2.88 
1.98 
1.2»f 
2.99 
2.6I4. 
2 .56 
0.^1 
2.31 
1.39 
0.57 
0.09 
0.21 
0.86 
2 .67 
1.91 
2 .75 
0.93 
2.72 
1.38 
0.67 
3.U»0 
2.79 
p < .01 
p C . 0 5 
p ^ . 0 1 
p < . 0 5 
T5.C.01 
T X . O 5 
P ^ . 0 1 
m^,0^ 
T)4.01 
T> <.05 
P < . 0 1 
P < . 0 5 
p ^ . 0 1 
p ^ . 0 1 
p < . 0 1 
P ^ . 0 1 
S/ 
Table 6*1 presents ths cooparlson between the rating! 
of aegleeteee and isolatee vith regard to the inportanee of 
the tra i ts . The difference between the ratings of two groups 
i s significant on s ix t^n adjectives* A close observation of 
the table reveals that both neglectees and isolates rate adjec-
tives nice stupid, ugly, sAiort, ta l l , slow, powerless, lasy, 
mean and relaxed as unliaportant. KeutraL ratings have been 
^iven to the adjectives l ike beautiful, active, neat, hax^working, 
friendly, lowi, kind, strong, untrustworthy and trustworthy by 
both the groups* Starikingly, both the groups have rateo not a 
single adjective as ieportant. 
Table 6«2 shows the eooparison of the neglectees* ratings 
with that of isolates in terras of the desirability of the traits* 
The table indicates that the ratings of ths two groups 
difTer significantly for forteen adjectives* An overall obser-
vation of the table 6*2 reveals that botii neglectses and isolates 
have been given undesirable ratings to the adjectives like bad, 
disloyal, stupid, ugly, iAK>rt, t a l l , passive, slov, powerless, 
lazy, loud, mean, weak, strong, untrustworthy, relaxed and 
ten^* Veutral ratings have been given by both the groups to 
the traits l iks good, loyal, beautifnl, active, neat, hardworking, 
kind and trustworthy* The remarkable feature i s that not a 
single adjective has been regarded as desirable by either of 
the groups* 
Hi 
Table 6.3 shows ths eoaparison of ratings of negleetoes 
ana iso lates , regarding the rareness of the traits* Ths table 
Indicates that ratings of the two groaps differ significantly 
on sixteen traits* Both the groaps ha^e rated as unconsnon the 
•djeetives lllDi bad, disloyal, stupid, ugly, short, t a l l , 
passive, slow, poverless, powerftil, hardworkli^, friendly, quite, 
kind, trustworthy, relaootd and tense, neutral ratings haire been 
given to the adjectives l ike good, dirty, lazy and unfriendly* 
To both the grocqps none of the thirty^two adjectives i s very 
cMnon or even COBSBOO* 
Intercorrelations aeong the ratings of self and others 
and the evaluation ratings to the trait-adjectives of the ttiree 
groaps are given In tables 7, 8 and 9* 
8 J 
TABLB 7.1 to 7.16 INT3HC0aaELATI{»S AMONG THE dATims OF SELF AI© QUimS 
AND THE EVALOATION RATIPKJS FOli Tl!E POPULAR GROOP. 
1 . Self 
2 . O.P-»-^ -
3 . O.N,.i. 
h» 0«X. .*• 
6 . Des* x-
7 . Cora.* 
3 • Imp • .^  
9* Des«.i-
10, Coia*.v-
8 10 
1.00 .163 -.CM) .2if0 .152 .066 .2lf2 - .026 .1^3 - .139 
1.00- .073 ,123 .009 .2^6 - .011 .139 .028 . .037 
1.00 - . 0 ^ - .239 - .118 - .033 .313 - .175 .03h 
1.00 .0+5 - ,033 .091 .037 .057 -.062 
1.00 - .170 . .109 - .151 - .019 .082 
1.00 .230 . 1 6 7 - . 0 6 6 - . 2 2 6 
1.00 .07»f .333 -.a9ii. 
1.00 - . v A -.172 
1.00 -.282 
1.00 
TftBLB 7i2 glSMIAli-MIAii 
1 8 10 
1 . Se l f 1.00 - .077 .082 .010 .221 .125 - . 0 ^ -.03lf .027 .106 
2 . O.P» 1.00 - .^92 . .278 - .258 .018 .105 - .125 .076 - .013 
3. O.H. 1.00 - .083 .166 - .072 - .073 - .181 - .019 .003 
i f . O . I . 1.00 .151 -.17M. .031 .O^lf .152 -.032 
5. l a p . 1.00 .113 - .286 - .268 - .013 ,?08 
6 . Des. 1.00 .ifOl -•13lf .013 - .378 
7 . Coa. 1.00 - .021 - . 067 - .861 
8. Imp. 1.00 .07$ .003 
9 . Des. 1.00 -0032 
10. Com. 1.00 
•^ O.P. Otl^r popolars 
O.H. Other Meglectees 
O.I. Other I i^latds 
In^ortane* 
D«8. Deslrebi l l t7 
Coo. Coosomess 
Notes- S.K6. 5,6 and 7 stand for the 1 s t element of the adjective 
pairs aiid S.lio. 8,9 and 10 stand for the 2nd element. 
TABM? 7t^ "gwiPiff'CyYar 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1.00 -.1»f5 - .016 - .267 - .098 .Oil .0^7 -.018 .197 -.01^7 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .298 .033 .028 .011 .033 .11^ 7 .068 .O53 
3 . O.K. 1.00 .135-.021*.- .257 -190 .096 - .009 - .112 
V. O . I . 1.00 . .126 -.OMv .205 - .003 - .129 - .13$ 
5. Inq). 1.00 . 097 - .289 - .131 .157 .1M 
6 . Des. 1.00 - .209 - .277 - .091 .373 
7 . Com. 1.00 .318 - .OMf - .786 
8 . lop . 1,00 -.092 -.316 
9 . Dos. 1.U0 - .033 
10, Con. 1.00 
TIBLS 7.U "UGLT-BgAPTIggl^ 
10 
1 . Sel f 1 . 0 0 - . 2 M f - . 1 0 .172 - . 039 - .1U6 -.162 - .117 .076 .092 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .2U7-.281 .205 .000 .O76 -.002 .098-.1U1 
3. O.H. 1 .00 . .103 .097 .183 .210 -.1W9 w068-.196 
Ifr. O . I - 1.00 . .159 .103 .112 .030 .03^ . .087 
5. Imp. 1.00 . 115 - .250 . .115 -•259 .168 
6 . Des. 1.00 .022 -.1U2 - .103 .089 
7 . Coo. 1-00 - .157 .280 - .356 
8 . I«9). 1.00 .000 .1^9 
9 . Des. 1 .00- .198 
10. Coa. 1.00 
) 
TABU 7>5 "SnnST.TAMi" 
8 9 10 
1 . Sel f 1.00 .11*6 - .077 —030 - .006 . ,395 OS? -05^ .127 - • I 0 0 
2 . 0.P. 1.00 .00l». - .3^7 -.OOlf -.11*3 - .115 .115 .007 .110 
3 . O.N. 1.00 - .085 -•250 .138 - .099 —067 .157 .099 
V. 0 . 1 . 1.00 ..11^3 .101 .073 .086 - .081 - .076 
5. Iwp. 1.00 -.27l». - .165 - .827 .0^9 .102 
6 . D«8. 1.00 .223 - .086 -.1lf9 - .273 
7. Com. 1.00 -.032 - .0^8 -.706 
8. l ap . 1.00 - .279 .199 
9 . Des. 1-00 .005 
10. Con. 1.00 
T^liS 7t^ "PAgglYg-AgHW 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1 .00- .192 .026- .039 - . 010 - .20 l f .158 .O36 .2^7 - .170 
2 . O.P. 1.00 - .138 .059 - .129 *316 - .087 0.013 -•36»f .106 
3. O.N. 1.00 .Q2lf-.061 - .155 . 1 ^ - . M .105 -.127 
V. O . I . 1.00 .083 .I8»f - .666 - .033 - , l6 l^ .lUa 
5. Imp. 1.00 - .125 —036 - .150 .208 .065 
6 . Des. 1.00 .105 .035-.9W0-.01^9 
7 . Com. 1.00 .189 -.10M. -.371 
8 . Imp. 1.00 . « 7 - .150 
9 . Des. 1.C0 .075 
10, Com. 1.00 
n 'i )6 
imS 7t7 "^ I^ W-TA^ r 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1.00 —170 .0*5 --089 - .082 - .059 .026 .0M6 - .139 - . 0 ^ 
2 . 0 .P. 1.00 -.Of2 .077 .000- .291 - .060 .000-.2W* - .186 
3 . O.H. 1.00 - .076 .309 - .069 - .108 - .110 - .253 .079 
Jf. 0 . 1 * 1 .00- .010 .0^6 - .287 -075 .05if-.01*9 
5. l a p . 1.00 .107 - .002 - .560 - .095 - .062 
6 . Des. 1.00 .236 . 0 7 7 - . 6 9 7 - . 0 9 7 
7 . COB. 1.00 . . 0 * 8 - .3M) -.7»f5 
8 . lop . 1.00 - .060 - .822 
9 . Das. 1.00 .212 
10. Com. 1.00 
T4BLg 7 . 8 "PQWSBLBSS-PQWmWL" 
8 9 10 
1 . so i f 1.00 .125 - .090 - .058 - .183 - .239 .185 .131 .311- . i i>^ 
2 . O.P. 1.00 -.058 .222 -.079 .081 -.028 - . I89 -.061* .1»#6 
3 . 0 . 1 1 . 1.00-.136 .051-.018 .2W5 - i i v .0*5—098 
I*. 0 . 1 . 1.00-.007-.159 .0H5 —097 .135 .006 
5. I i ^ . 1.00 .155 .133 -.6i*7 -.172 -.185 
6 . Des. 1.00 -.21*8 .006 - . 3 ^ .196 
7. Con. 1.00 -.168 .297 - .59^ 
8. I ^ - 1.00 .110 .193 
9. Dos. 1.00-1158 
10. Com. 1.00 
'],-, 
TABM 7.9 "PIBII'HSAr 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1.00 .215—023 .13»»'-.051 - .106 - .013- .1W8 .113 - .00? 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .107 - .029 .09W .127 .013 - .297 .000 - .107 
3. O.N. 1.00 - .026 .115 —118 - .179 .0^5 -.0M6 .Mh 
if. 0 . 1 . 1.00 . 020 - .068 .070- .061 .051*-.158 
5. Imp. 1.00 ,022 .017 .196 -,0lf9 .OO3 
6 . Det. 1.00 - .091 .105 .018 .026 
7. Coo. 1.00 - . l6 i f .058- .866 
8 . lap, 1,00 - .038 .216 
9 . Des. 1.00 - .063 
10. Coo. 1,00 
lABItS 7.10 *'UgY>HAffl?WM«i** 
1 2 3 * ^ 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 . Self 1.00 .071 . 1 0 3 - . 1 9 0 - . 0 6 3 .071 .028 . I76 - . 057 - .O33 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .009 .028 .OSN. .025 .060 - .029 . O m - . 0 7 8 
3. O.N. 1.00 - .121 .266 - .151 .kZh .SOf .001 -.M*8 
if. 0 . 1 . 1 .00- .119 .255 - .100 .098 .003 .072 
5. In?). 1 .00- .119 .158 .031 - ,080 - .173 
6 . Des. 1.00 - .131 .133 - .355 .160 
7 . Com. 1.00 .I8if - . I6 l f - .822 
8. I B ^ . 1.00 - .185 - .236 
9 . Des. 1.00 .182 
10. Com. 1.00 
1 
TABlii 7«t1 "IJffittSI&faY^ngSHgttr 
6 7 8 9 10 
n Self 1.00 . . 0 2 0 - . 2 2 8 - . 0 6 7 .239 .009 - .28? .13»f-.006 .231 
2 . 0.P« 1.00 .11^5-.067-.072 .032 .033- .1U6 .183 . .053 
3. O.K. 1 .00- .086 .032 .089 .001 -.15l«. - .121 - . O m 
W. 0 . 1 . 1,00 —039 .302 - .066 .057 - ,090 .150 
5. lop* 1 .00- . l»f3 . 0 2 8 — 2 7 3 - . 0 3 8 .OM) 
6 . D«s. 1.00 - .196 - .029 - .527 .187 
7 . Com. 1.00 -.11»f ,03l». - .809 
8. Imp. 1.00 ,053 .025 
9 . D«8. 1.00 -.122 
10. COB. 1.00 
TABLS 7.12 "OJITB-LOOB" 
8 9 10 
1 . S«lf 1.00 .096 . 007 - .108 .011 . 0 5 9 - . 2 5 9 - . 0 1 8 . I l i f .235 
2 . 0 .P . 1.00 .127 -.12»f —135 -•O^ .257 - .213 - .050 - .258 
3 . o.H. 1.00 - .170 - .172 - .330 -.oif5 .oifi - .158 .031 
If. 0 . 1 . 1.00 .OTI*.-.117 .139 - .105 .263 - .122 
5. lop . 1.00 .185 .035 - .011 .266 - .068 
6 . DBS, 1.00 .127 - .156 - .219 -.15V 
7.C«i . 1.00 -O.M) -OOOIf - .969 
8.1i!^ . 1 .00 - .065 .OMO 
9 . Des* 1.00 0.29 
10. Con. 1.00 
TABLl 7 .11 "MBAM-gay 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1»00 .020 .023 - .017 •12»«' .1»i2 -.2H6 .018 - .136 .18? 
2 . 0 .P- 1.00 .137 .056 .101 . . I M ^ .097 - .203 - .027 .000 
3 . O.W. 1.00 - .090 - .072 - .139 .019 —095 - .113 .1C»f 
If. O . I . 1.00 .085 - .286 - .191 - ,251 A38 .292 
5. Iiap. 1.00 -.09^. .218 .026 .209 -.2i*9 
6. D«9. 1.00 .036 .169 - .M)5 - .190 
7 . Coa. 1.00 .007 —lOlf - .827 
8 . l a p . 1.00 - .339 - .015 
9 . Des. 1.00 .059 
10. Coa. 1.00 
TABLE 7.1U "vaAg^TBOlB* 
ifr 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 . Self 1.00 .023 - .255 .032 - . o a i f - . 2 0 8 - . 0 6 6 - .290 .120 .1^3 
2 . 0 .P ' 1 .00 - .00^ .llfO - .078 .050 .168- .0 l f3 . 000 - .093 
3 . 0 . 1 1 - 1.00 .1U2 .08lf .339 .259 .113 - .301 - .313 
V. O . I . 1.00 - .261 .055 - .105 - .035 - .157 - .022 
5. l a p . 1 .00- .202 .312 .03»«. .12 l | . - . I9 f 
6 . Des. 1.00 - .021 .193 -.8if9 - .012 
7 . Coa. 1.00 .208 .000- .836 
8. l ap . 1 .00 - .119 -.17»f 
9 . Des. 1.00 .033 
10. COB. 1 » 0 0 
'16 
y^^g 7ti? "vyriffgwB'm-TffgiwCTHr 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
1« Sel f 1.00 ,069 - .175 #079 - .016 - .206 .033 •O f^l -.021* •06»f 
2 . O.P. 1.00 - . 2 9 8 - . 2 6 9 . 31^ .013 .089 .01*8-.058 .066 
3. O.H. 1.00 ,326 . .031 .071 .060 -.03Jt - .160 - .190 
if. 0 . 1 . 1.00 - .009 .012 - .192 - .197 - .379 .058 
5. l a p . 1.00 -.OM) .1U2 - .008 - .215 - .051 
6 . Des. 1.00 .187 - .121 - .175 —269 
7 . 0 0 0 . 1.00 .035 , .152 - .726 
8 . l a p . 1.00 .016 - .116 
9 . Des. 1.00 .208 
10. Cora. 1.00 
TABLE 7.16 "BELAXro-TSIOT' 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1 .00 - .087 .202 . 1 3 7 - . 1 1 6 - . 0 2 8 .12l«.-.009 -.O27 .019 
2 . O.P. 1.00 - . 0 5 8 - . 0 9 8 - . 1 6 8 .023 .C52M.-.020 -.OMf .O9O 
3 . O.N. 1.00 .29*^ .196 ..OOlf - .092 .017 .09** .171 
V. 0 . 1 . 1.00 .312 . . 058 .031* .210 —015 .036 
5. Isap. 1.00 .OOlf-.032 .395 . .071 .218 
6 . Des. 1.00 -.IfOI ,099 - .751 .288 
7 . Com. 1.00 -.lf15 .261 - .780 
8. l o p . 1.00 - .070 .329 
9 . Des. 1.00 -.2M3 
10. Com. 1,00 
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Table 7 pr«»«nt« t\m inte^eorrelation anjong the self 
and other ratings and eYaltiation ratings for the popular gx^nip. 
An examination of tte taibls repeals that tiie self-ratings of 
popnlars on sixteen adjeetive-pairs are not significantly 
oorrelated with the ratings of others on the eori^sponding 
pairs* As far as th» <»>rrelatlen of self-ratings %rith the 
evaluati-ve ratings of thirty-two adjectives i s concerned, 
self-ratings in respect of dimensions lilGe short-tall, 
powerfol-potrerless, unfriendly-friendly andl vealo-strong, 
are sigixLficantly «»rrelated yith the desirability ratings of 
i^ort and powerfult with tiie isq^ortaasee ratir^ of strong and 
with liie ooimaonness ratings of short and unfriendly* 
n, 
TABLB S.I to 8.16 immOOBSSLkTlOSS imm THE iUTI!«}S OF SELF AND'OTHBHS 
AIDiHg SVALOATIOH HATISBS FOR TIi£ flEGLiaCTKE GBCXJP. 
TABItS M *8AP»gQQy 
8 9 10 
1« Se l f nOO - .096 - .065 - .090 .126 - .002 .183 ,052 - .130 - .028 
2 . O.P. 1.00 . ( ^ - . 2 3 0 .062 .022 .281 -.2»f5 .329 .O52 
3» O.N. 1.00 - .026 - .216 - .112 .061+ .Olf3 - .196 .262 
V. O . I . 1.00 - ,207 - .162 - .173 .?^2 - .198 - .035 
5. l a p . 1.00 .01+5-.333 - .366 .236 - .307 
6 . D©s. 1.00 .0^2 - ,113 .129 .01*7 
7 . COB. 1.00 - .028 - .170 ,h$7 
8 . I s p . 1.00 - .278 .150 
9 . Dos. 1.00 - .366 
10. Com. 1.00 
TABLS 8.2 "LOYAL-DISLOXay 
8 9 10 
1 . Se l f 1.00 .001 - .017 •Q37 .031 -.2W2 . 0 2 8 - . 0 ^ 6 .2M .066 
2 . 0J>. 1.00 - .180 . . 128 - .23M. - .237 * .227 .101 - .062 .116 
3 . O.K. 1.00 - .059 - .166 -.0I|.1 - .099 - .183 .103 .013 
If. O . I . 1.00 .170 ,h07 - .070 ,0lf9 - .093 - .003 
5 . Is ip. 1.00 . 0 ^ .212 .258 - .138 .000 
6 . Des. 1.00 .100 - .031 -.299 -.2M4. 
7. COM. 1.00 - .055 - . 100 .0U6 
8. l a p . 1.00 - .168 .061 
9 . D«s. 1.00 .227 
10. Com. 1.00 
,9 d 
M M 9a-^  "SIPPIPrgliBTOr 
8 9 10 
1 . Se l f 1 .00- .096 - . 1 M . .138 .0^7 .O I7 - •201 . 128 - .151 - .061 
2 . O.P. 1,00 .099 -#111 .159—159—380 .009—011 .216 
3 . O.N. 1.00 .008 .161 .257 - .236 .056 - .066 .126 
I f . 0 . 1 . 1 .00- .022 .2»*0-.002 .32I .258 .09|. 
5. l a p . 1.00 - .009 —189 -^167 - .090 . .036 
6 . D«8. 1.00 - .100 - .078 - .017 -.026 
7 . Cte. 1.00 - .127 - .028 - .081 
8 . l a p . 1.00 .057 .275 
9 . D«8. 1.00 - .022 
10. Com. 1.00 
TABLE a.W «mGLY,BE^TIFW 
8 9 10 
1 . Se l f 1 . 0 0 - . 0 6 V - . 1 1 9 - . 0 5 8 - . 3 1 1 .101^-.216 . I83 .186 .107 
2 . O.P. 1 .00 - .18M. - .125- .039 .0M6 . 0 0 8 - . 1 5 5 -310 .^92 
3 . O.M. 1.00 - .097 —165 —17*^ -.102 .13»^ —197 —1»f9 
If. O . I . 1.00 .367 .088 .175 -•02lf - . 1 (» -.232 
5. I c p . 1.00 .11*2 . 198 - .270 -.OM*. .030 
6 . Ots. 1.00 .318 .03lf .158 .13»f 
7 . COB. 1.00 - . i d f .080 - . i i f l 
8 . I n p . 1.00 - .113 -.oaif 
9 . Des. 1 .00- .069 
10. COB. 1.00 
IA3BM 8>i "sa&aaTTTAHt" 
8 9 10 
1 . Sel f 1.00 .iii -.^aV-'O?* .060- .1 l f3 .163 - . 0 5 5 . 1 8 3 .201 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .087 .207 - .027 - .067 .019 .216 .O73 .227 
3. O . n , 1.00 . .131 . .031 . .093 .117 - .027 .023 . 1 ^ 
V . O . I . 1.00 . 1 1 8 - . 1 6 7 - . 3 0 3 .03 l f - .Hf7 - .085 
5. l a p . 1.00 .079 .058—265 .219 - .337 
6 . D«s. 1.00 .202 .069 - .136 -.O9O 
7. Cora. 1.00 - ,171 .172 - .066 
8. Imp. 1.00 .OI42 -.0^;i 
9 . Des. 1.00 .016 
10. Con. 1.00 
TARLK B.fPftffflTYR^AfrrrTir 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1.00 . .193 - .257 - .080 - .369 - .229 - .190 - .175 - .355 - .011 
2 . 0 .? . 1.00 .066 ^.030 .35»f .178 .192 .310 .250 .05»f 
3 . O.K. 1.00 .058 .C»i2 ,022 .177 .005 .319 -039 
h. O . I . 1.00 .118 .029 —130 -.036 - .098 .112 
5. l a p . 1.00 • .070 .029 .19»f .020 .112 
6 . D«s. 1.00 .169 .252 .211 -.09lf 
7 . Con. 1.00 .273 .168 -,1U2 
8. Imp. 1.00 2.»f1 .133 
9 . Des. 1.00 -.0^-5 
10. Cora. 1.00 
1 l ) . 
im^ 9t7 "gwvf-fAgr 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1 , 0 0 - . 0 8 6 - . 2 9 9 .018 .29«- .106 - .2^3 .126 -.O79 ,^h7 
2 . O.P. 1.00 - . I I S - .003 - .071 - .212 .138 .021 -.0?lf - .073 
3 . O.U. 1.00 - . M 8 .002 - .171 .126 .1U6 .018 - .325 
V . O . I . 1 .00 - .213 . 0 7 0 - . 1 2 3 - . 1 6 3 .0^1 .113 
5. Imp. 1.00 .OfO - .1 l f9 .171 -.1»f1 - . 0 1 9 
6 . Des. 1.00 .OM) -O.5O . . 0 l f 7 - . 0 3 3 
7 . Con. 1.00 .175 -165 -008 
8 . Ifflp. 1.00 .118 . .307 
9 . I>es. 1.00 .OTif 
10 . Con. 1.00 
TABLK a.S.^PQWg^iLaSS-PQVfBHEPL" 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1.00 .003 .2»f1 - .068 , 1 2 7 — 1 1 * * - . 1 1 6 - . 0 5 0 - . 0 2 7 - . 1 3 7 
2 . OB 1.00 .219 .220 . 0 1 ^ . 2 0 8 - . O l l f - . 1^2 . l 6 i | . - . 2 1 3 
3. O.N. 1.00 .008 .239 - .035 - .097 - .177 - .029 - .122 
If, O . I . 1.00 .198 .081 .11^8-.(^3 - .078 .08lf 
5. l a p . 1.00 .035 .139 - .360 -.199 - .082 
6 . Des. 1.00 .038 - .167 .218 - .010 
7 . C O B . 1.00 .083 .25»f .2H0 
8 . l a p . 1.00 .308 - .015 
9 . DCS. 1.00 - . 0 1 3 
10 , GOBI. 1.00 
1 0 .J 
%mm 9a9 "PTBTi-^r 
8 9 10 
1 . S e l f . 1.00 - .203 .065 -027 -006 .163 - .181 - .059 - .073 .095 
2 . o . p . 1.00 .oif7 .051 - .09» f - .298 . .171 . 0 0 3 - . i i f 5 .017 
3 . O.H. 1.00 .191 .057 . .133 .066 .057 . .005 .239 
i f . 0 . 1 . 1.00 - .12i f - .065 —055 - l ^? .09»f .073 
5. Icg>. 1.00 . 075 - .153 .081 - • 1 i f 3 - . 2 1 8 
6 . D«a. 1.00 .135 .350 - . 13 i f - . 12U 
7 . Cow. 1.00 .171 .196 .075 
8 . Imp* 1.00 .oaf .22^ 
9 . D«s. 1.00 ,095 
10. Cos. 1.00 
mm 8i1Q "IfAIY-^ Affi^ VfQM^g* 
cr 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 . Se l f 1.00 .200 .081 .017 .036 - .152 - . 0 ^ .006 . 0 ^ .O93 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .125- .183 «.oeo .058- .Geo- .2M3 .130 .380 
3 . O.M. 1 .00- .065 .0M2 - .05s .091 - ,127- .01:0 -.CO3 
If . O . I . 1.00 .091 .078 .025 •Q?5 -.023 •162 
5 . Imp. 1.00 .001 - .257 - .257 - .017 - .022 
6 . Des. 1.00 .039 - .018 .113 .262 
7. COB. 1.00 .017 ,136 .190 
3. l a p . 1.00 .539 - .070 
9 . Ites. 1.00 .1M 
10. Coffl. 1.00 
1 f l J 
TABitg 8»ii "yiTnXf;;iiPiii-gmB^i.r 
8 9 10 
1 . Sel f 1,00—292 *07B ,039 .0^3 ,(feO .O13 .213 .02U .011 
2 . O.P. 1 .00 . .063 .071^ .122 .015 .210 - .139 -.129 - .057 
3. O.N. 1.00 .02^ .007 - .2V5 .153 - .088 - .89 .125 
Vf. O . I . 1.00 .176 - .108 .029 . 0 6 0 - . 0 8 0 - . 2 3 1 
5. l o p . 1.00 .132 .083 - .061 ^,178 -.Olf l 
6 . Des. 1 .00- .037 .019 .093 - . 0 ^ 
7 . Com. 1.00 - .028 .129 - .137 
8 . l o p . 1.00 .229 - .250 
9 . l ies. 1.00 -.232 
10. COM. t.OO 
Mi>s ^*^^^mm'mr 
3 1 ^ ^ 6 7 8 9 10 
1 . Se l f 1 .00 - .100 .003 - .190 .102 - .031 -.13t> - .051. .3' ;^ .100 
2 . 0J». 1.00 - .066 . .162 - .196 —119 .lOP .030 - .015 -."^^Af 
3 . O.N. 1.00 .039 .09 .008- .072 . ' 11 «.0:8 - .139 
h. 0 . 1 . 1.00 - .029 - .050 .137 .139 .117 .172 
5 . I jsp . 1.00 .075 .120 .036 ^.071 .077 
6 . Des. 1.00 - .153 - . ^ ^ ^ - .178 - . - 1 9 
7 . Com. 1.00 .012 - .117 .096 
8 . l o p . 1.00 .090 .136 
9 . Des. 1.00 .057 
10. Coo. 1.00 
TADLS M ^ ' ^ ^ f M S ' ^ ^ ^ * 
8 9 10 
1 . Sel f 1 . 0 0 - • a b j - . 0 2 3 •^30 . 2 2 $ — 0 ^ 7 - . 0 7 1 .007 .231 .057 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .118 .09J«.-.111 - .023 -109 .0lf9 - . 0 ^ - .136 
3 . O.N. 1.00 .057 - .058 .318 .1M+ .22^ .113 - .059 
V. 0 . 1 . 1.00 .082 .205 .300 - .026 .153 . , 0 ^ 3 
5. l a ^ . 1.00 . i u a - . 1 1 0 .035 .010 - .022 
6 . Des. 1.00 .021 .016 - .032 .071 
7 . Com. 1.00 .12M. - .006 - .155 
8. I ^ . 1.00 .115 .107 
9 . Des. 1.00 -.01*0 
10. Cos. 1.00 
TAKI^ S 8 . 1 ^ "KB/VI^SI^T?" 
3 9 10 
1 . Se3.f 1.00 .355 - .157 .066 - .088 - .022 - .020 -.|ifJ+ - . U ^ ,J7b 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .001 -.P3V .038 .085 .^37 .^32 -..O'^S .177 
3 . O.N. 1.00 .155 -.12lf - .177 —086 .130 .190 -.Ofed 
If. O . I . 1.00 - .151 — i 9 f .001 - .029 .033 .053 
5. l o p . 1.00 .072 - .125 .091 - .103 .152 
6 . Oes. 1.00 .072 - .125 .091 .ceo 
7 . Coai. 1.00-.07M.-.092 .iM» 
8. I n ^ . 1.00 - .022 - . 023 
9 . Oes. 1.0c - .016 
10. Co® 1.00 
TABifB 8ti? ^*?-^^?TT^'9am^IB8Iwaacr 
3Mb^>ej3*ijiiwj;»t,«^ 
6 7 8 9 10 
1 . Se l f 1.00 .100 - .026 - .017 .098—097 .110 .010 .120 .O65 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .026 .038 . I^J* .2H2 .OM.7 .13^ .008 - . M 9 
3 . O.H. 1 . 0 0 - . 1 1 3 .Ob.5 .059 -.ll^iJ ,0U2 .070 .075 
If. 0 . 1 . 1.00 - . 0 0 9 - .21»f - .21 i f .159 - . 1 0 0 .220 
5 . I n p . 1.00 .111 .051 .2)42 - . 0 3 1 .093 
6 . D9S. 1.00 .125 .173 .002 .17^ 
7 . Cora. 1.00 .101 - .010 -.")lv9 
8 . Iwp . 1.00 .088 .061 
9 . Des . 1.00 - . 0 3 5 
1 0 . Coia. 1.00 
TABLS 8,16 "BELiiXgD-TRiiSg' 
2 ^ h ^ ^ 7 6 9 1'j 
1 . Sel f 1.00 .033 .168 .201 - .205 .18^ .2U3 - . d v l - .027 .101 
2 . 0 . ? . 1.00 - .108 - .200 •065 ^0^$ - .026 - .019 - .139 .889 
3 . Q.lf. 1.00 .000- .1 t t3 .11»f- .370 . 1 9 0 - . V / .0»-jlv 
If . 0 . 1 . 1,00 - . 1 0 0 - . 1 3 7 .002 .209 .262 .123 
5. Trap. 1.00 .162 - .200 - .133 -.03IV - . K 1 
6 . D©s. 1.00 .290 - .129 -.11"? - .16< 
7 . Cora. 1.00 .290- .129 - . 1 1 ^ 
8 . Imp* 1.00 ,125 - . 0 5 5 
9 . DQS. 1.00 .l^?? 
10. Goo. 1.00 
l i J J 
Table 8 shovf tte Intereorrelatlon aaong the self 
and other ratings and evaluation ratings for 13ie ne glee tees 
group* A perusal of the tsijle re-veals that neglectees* self-
ratiT^s in respect of i^M>rt-tall, slov-fast, unfriendly-friendly 
and weak-strong are significantly correlated with the ratings 
of other neglectees on short-tall and slov-fast and with 
other populars on unfriendly-friendly and weak-strong* 
ifeglectees* self-ratings on the scales lllce ugly-beautiiUl, 
passlve-activet slow^fast and qaite-loud are significantly 
correlated with the io^orttt^e ratings of ugly, passive and 
slow, and %dth the desirability ratings of active and loud. 
10 
TABLE 9 .1 t o 9 .16 INTEaCORi^.ATIO'^® ilMONB T^m KkTL^jS OF SKLF A ^ OTHSHS 
AH) Tig EYAI^ATIOII RATINGS FOR THE ISOLATE GROUP. 
TABLE 9,1 "BAD,G00iy 
1 2 3 * 1 - 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 . Se l f 1.00 - .053 - .073 .Ollf - .232 - .185 - .092 . .009 .11+6 - .023 
2 . o . p . 1.00 .a i»2- .o i f j .09if-.o»*5 .058 .25»f .132 .138 
3 . O.N. 1 . 0 0 - . 0 1 8 - . 0 5 9 . 0 ^ 7 - . 0 7 8 - . 0 7 0 - . 0 6 6 .0^6 
I f . O . I . 1 .00- .052 - .038 .029 .050 .237- .120 
5. I i ^ . 1.00 .161 .179 - .268 - .058 .1if9 
6 . Des. 1.00 —268 .063 -.(»f5 .187 
7. GOBI. 1.00 - .172 .078 . I31 
8 . l a p . t.Oo .081 .118 
9 . Des. 1.00 - .260 
10. Com. 1.00 
1 2 3 * » 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 . Se l f 1 .00- .017 ,059-.»f07 . < ^ -.061f . a f 7 - . 0 9 7 - . l * ^ - .«>7 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .057 .066 .105 . 035 - ,0 (S .0*7 .af9 .000 
3 . O.K. 1.00 - .175 - . » *1 -.0*4-3 .012 .006 .205 -^53 
If. O . I . 1.00-.OOM- .C»43-.223 - .011 - . 0 ( ^ •<^5 
5. l a p . 1.00 .228 .265 - .212 .002 -.116 
6 . Des. 1 .00- .133 . .1M) .CBlf-.08^-
7 . Coia. 1 . 0 0 - . 0 2 6 .27»4--.09»|. 
8. Imp. 1.00 .013 — W 
9 . Des. 1.00 -.1<»f 
10. Cora. 1.00 
]\\o 
9.% "sropia.cLaYBg> 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1 .00 - .027 .373 •178 .03>f .036 ..08»f .127-.06»f .038 
2 . 0 .P . 1.00 - .337 - .171 . m 5 . ,2Mf - . m 9 - .008 .513 -. l l fO 
3. O.N. 1,00 .12H .132 .109 .051 —013 - ,213 .071 
U. 0 . 1 . 1.00 .013 .170 -.00»f - .206 . 0 ^ .136 
5. l a p . 1.00 - .038 - .137 - .190 ,010 - .185 
6 . Det. 1.00 .OOlf .116 - .023 •?15 
7* Coo. 1^00-.096 - ,326 .112 
8 . l ap . 1.00 - .002 .37lf 
9 . Pes. 1.00 - .289 
10. Co!B« 1.00 
TliBliK 9A '*l?riK-BBfflnf?y 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1 .00 - .117 .061 .131 .31*6 * 0 » # 2 - . 0 7 0 - . 2 3 5 - . 2 M .32O 
2 . ©.P. 1.00 , 2 0 7 - . 1 5 7 - . 2 0 2 .078-.01*5 .291 . 227 - . 378 
3. O.N. 1.00 - .138 - , 0 3 ^ - .278 .176 .037 - .215 .038 
if. 0 . 1 , 1.00 1.87 - .088 -^106 - .207 - ,021 ,199 
5. la?). 1.00 1 . 3 7 - . 1 9 6 - . 2 0 1 - ,281 ,08lf 
6 . Ota; 1.00 - .333 .090 -.lOif - .121 
7. Coo* 1.00 -,07lf ,12V ,180 
8. Irap. 1.00 .276 - .208 
9 . i>«s. 1.00 -.in»f 
10. Con. 1.00 
10 ^ 
TAflliB 9 i f "SflQBMAliy 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1 .00- .061 . 0 1 3 - . 0 5 0 - . 2 0 3 .327—021 .110 .023 .015 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .011 - . 3 8 6 - . 0 6 3 .173 .116 . .031 .2lf1 .218 
3. O.N. 1.00 - .062 - .193 —010 .137 .O9W-.262 .180 
»f. O . I . 1.00 .218-.01*7 . 0 9 f - . 2 2 1 - .^l l f - .201 
5. l a p . 1.00-.00»«.-.2U9 .0i*8 .13Jf-.OO7 
6 . 00s. 1.00 -.02V .008 .057 .111* 
7 . Coo. 1.00 - .119 - .226 .lOM. 
8 . l a p . 1.00 .Olif - .219 
9 . D«s. 1.00 .0^1* 
10. Coa. 1.00 
TABLK 9,6 "PASSIYi-ACg 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1.00 .313-•CMf .109 .1U6 .005 .177—010 . .078 . . i M f 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .088 .066 - .191 - .123 .150 .111 .IV7 .09»* 
3. O.M. 1.00 - .112 .018 - .112 - .117 - .108 .11*3 .31$ 
W. O . I . 1.00 .036 .1U2 .105 .2M .230 .169 
5. l a p . 1 .00- .132 - .055- .Q2l f .083 .109 
6 . Des. liOO .017 .053 t027 - .027 
7 . COB. 1.00 - .068 - .181 .122 
8 . l ap . 1.00 .OM.7 .017 
9 . Des. 1.00 - ,036 
10. Coa. 1.00 
11 
YABLg 9.7 "3L0U>FA8y 
8 9 10 
1 . S«lf 1.00 .22h .055 .289 —112 -.0»f9 .123—075 .106 .0I*8 
2 . 0 .P. 1.00 ,2M) - .111 —127 - .19» .012 —106 .1W2 - . 0 1 ^ 
3 . O.H. 1.00 - .035 —211 - .230 —05if - .015 - .220 .050 
W . O . I . 1 .00—075—020 . 2 1 1 - . 0 0 3 — 1 7 8 .a3if 
5. l a p . 1 .00- .011 —055-,12»> .028 .067 
6 . Des. 1 .00- .261 - .106 .178 - .010 
7 . Cora. 1.00 -.0lf5 . .091 -.03lf 
8 . I sp . 1.00 .098 - .333 
f . Des. 1.00 - .113 
10. COB. 1.00 
TABUS 9«8 "FQWSaaSS^fOVMEait* 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 . Sel f 1.00 ,138 .073 .28»f .155 .235 . 1 9 0 — 0 2 7 - . 1 » ^ .237 
2 . O.P. 1.00—015 .076 .111 .012 .011 - .088 .063 —1iif 
3 . O.H. 1.00 .1l»6 .159 .370 - .033 .085 .103 .292 
If. O . I i 1 . 0 0 - . 0 5 7 - . 0 5 2 .070 .212 .06lf .029 
5. l a p . 1.00 .227 .OMf .176 .288-.01^7 
6 . Dee. 1.00 .095 .03I .282 - .105 
7. Coo. 1«00 .165 - .030 - .096 
8 . iBp. 1.00 - .035 - .101 
9 . Des. 1.00 - .190 
10. CoQ. 1.00 
\ I L 
lABia 1i<9,,'!l?IOT«?aBAg. 
8 9 10 
1 , Sel f 1,00 ••Q2Jf . 1 1 6 - . 1 1 6 - . 1 6 9 .O63 .237 -395 .226- .113 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .118 —070 - .210 - .128 .136 - .066 -^000 -.O95 
3* O.H. 1 . 0 0 - . 2 ^ - . 0 8 9 .190 .11*6 .0I+7 .0^6 .02U 
if. O . I . 1.00 ,161 -.oiiif ; i55 .129 - .353 - . 12^ 
5. Itnp. 1.00 .173 - .326 - .06? -.r^OI .OlfS 
6 . Des. 1.00 .16? ..0?«i - .076 - .156 
7 . COB. 1.00 .099 •Cfl+9 ,Oii 
8 . Imp. 1.00 - .107 -.152 
9 . l>«s. I.O"^ ' ,;>c»i. 
10. CoiB. 1.00 
TABLE 9.1Q "LAZY-HARDWORgWr 
8 9 10 
1 . Self 1.00 ,131 - .111 - .026 . 0 6 3 - . 1 3 0 - ^ 2 2 9 . 0 3 3 - A 5 6 .182 
2 . O.P. 1.0D .OOf - ,018 - .125 - .059 —222 -.O33 - , 0 6 l - .066 
3. O.H. 1.00 - .181 - .198 .171 - .193 - .017 - .025 .126 
H. O . I . 1.00 .131 .007 .118 .008 .161 - .077 
5.' l a p . 1 .00 - ,031 - .055 ,127- .2 l f5 .072 
6 . Des. 1.00 - .205 ,lHif .239 - .227 
7 . COB. 1.00 - .06? ,031 - .111 
3. Itap. 1.00 - ,075 -.omv 
9 . Des. 1,00 -..?92 
10. Can. 1.00 
M::. 
i^y& 9tii ''^'wvx'smiXrfmmiyr 
8 9 10 
n Se l f 1.00 .08»f-.12? .277—297 . » ^ .2tf3 .222 r^O^^ .029 
2 . O.P. 1,00 .171—195 •I6*f-.25»f .016 , 2 ^ 3 - . 0 1 1 -.3U5 
3 . O.K. 1.00 - .205 .000 - .218 .021 .098 - .066 .005 
U 0 . 1 . 1 .00- .236 ,5if8 . iWf .073 .131^ .11+1 
5 . Imp. 1.00 . . 0 7 8 - .099 - . 093 .026 —067 
6 . Cos. 1.00 .081 - .037 .158 - .000 
7. Coo. 1.00 .291 .000 .()21 
8. l o p . 1.00 -.0511. - .273 
9 . Dea. 1.00 - .196 
10. Cod. 1«00 
TABIiT^  9 .12 ' ' ^ T B r l i Q W 
6 7 8 9 10 
1 . Se l f I.OD . l i * ' . - .011 - ,171 .199 - . ^ U ^ - .037 - .020 - .036 .119 
2 . O.P. 1.00 -.111+ .108 .21+5 .V35 -016 .206 .O r^o .^95 
3 . O.N. 1.00 ,3r>1 ;026 .039 - .167 - .062 - .009 - .069 
!+. O. I . 1.00 -.21+9 . 0 1 5 - . 3 0 5 - .112 .01+8-.01*6 
5. Imp, 1.00 ,016 .118 .218 .002 .?16 
6 . Dos. 1*00 .160 .000 .106 .130 
7 . Com 1.00 .163 .119 .05W 
3. l a p . 1.00 .079 - .013 
9 , Oes. 1*00 .208 
10. Cora. 1.00 
Uo 
um»t8 9.t^*'HiSiihiiTir 
10 
1 . Self 1.00—199 . 0 5 9 - . 1 2 2 - . 1 0 1 .137 .06?- .172 .0*8 . I78 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .032 .1»f7 - .137 .153 .022 .1M .160 - .239 
3. 0 . ! l . 1.00 - .027 -.05B .2U2 - .072 - .203 .137 - .515 
^ . O . I . 1.00 - .155 .120 . . 228 - .095 - .099 - .020 
5. l a p . 1.00 - .038 -.21»2 .266 -.101* - .216 
6. 0«8. 1.00 ,038 .103 - .268 -.?K3 
7. Con. 1.00 .012 .018 .057 
3. IB^ . 1.00 ,138 - .251 
9 . o««. 1.00 - .327 
10. Coo. 1.00 
TABLR 9.1k "WRAK-STHOay 
8 9 10 
1 . S i i l f 1.00 - . 0 2 0 - . 0 1 1 - .131 .053 - .111 .222 .O75 .193 .370 
2 . 0J5. 1 . 0 0 - . 0 1 8 - . 1 6 7 .3 i i f . 099 - .131 ,000 ,000 .323 
3.' 0 . f . 1.00 .013 .OHO —3^3 -.J>72 .002 -,11+9 —103 
>>^  O . I . 1.00 - .206 - .000 .013 .071 .^ - ,061 .111* 
5. I:r|). 1.00-.19»4. .030 .211* .3»* .125 
6 . r e s . 1.00 - .208 - ,093 -,331* - .001 
7 . Com. 1.00 - .006 .Oi*0 .210 
3 . iTap. 1.00 .165 -1170 
9 . Des. 1.00 -.'^03 
10. Com. 1.00 
TABLR 0.1 < ^TTimiTS'flJQTlTgr^TansTMPII'll^ 
1 2 3 * ^ 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 . Self nOO .260 ..'006 . . 261 .197 iOTI .^ 158 - .1 i f7 —lUO .081 
2 . O.P. 1.00 .217 .130 .039 .091 . 1 2 5 — 0 7 7 - . 1 ^ 1 .079 
3 . O.M. 1.00 .006 . . 1 0 0 - . 1 8 2 .092 .205 . 365 - .0^6 
»f. O . I . 1.00 . . 368 .100 .032 .0l»f .072 - .001 
5« l a p . 1.00 .030 - .038 .189 -.0I>9 - .102 
6 . D«s. 1.00 .117 0.63 .077 .073 
7» Con. 1.00 .127 -166 .129 
8. Imp. 1.00 .?if6 .117 
9* Des. 1.00 .171 
10* Cora, 1.00 
TfJBItK 9,16 "m/CTVIS^r 
»r «> 6 7 8 9 10 
1 . Se l f 1.00 .131 .098 .002.^113 .»v3 . .016 .?.2V . .0 l f7 .120 
2 . O.P. 1.00-.22t f .2i+5-.193 —166 .113 -092 .163 . .156 
3 . O.S. 1 . 0 0 - . 2 2 0 - . 1 8 5 . 137 - . 066 ^?11 .00f> .036 
V . O . I . 1.00 .120 - .091 -.0»f3 .007 .276 - .227 
5 . Imp. 1.00 - .110 - .065 . .336 .187 - .016 
6 . D«s. 1.00 -.17U. - .079 - .028 .181 
7 . co« . 1-00 .235 .isi»> .073 
8 . Inp . 1.00 .Olf3 .1V5 
9 . Doaw 1.00 .067 
10. Coa. 1.00 
n~ 
ftSblm 9 pT9B9nt9 tf Inttroorrclatlon aaong the s«lf 
and other iratlngs and avalmatlf* ratings for ttaa isolata group. 
An obaarratioQ of tho table rewals that salf-ratings of 
iaolatoa in raspaet to loyal-dlaLoyaXy slow-fast, powerful-
powerlesSf unfriendly-friendly, stupld-olefer and passive-
aotiTS, axe significantly correlated %rith the ratings of 
other isolates on loyal-dialoyal, alow-fast, powerful-powerless 
and frtendly-unfrlendly, with the ratings of other neglectees 
on stnpid-oleTer and with the ratings of otiier populars on 
passive-aetife* Self-ratings of isolates on the diinensions, 
l i t e friendly-vnfriendly, lasy-hardworlCLng, neat-elean, ugly-
heautlAil and short-tall are significantly correlated with the 
iaportanee ratings of ugly, neat, lasy and unfriendly, with 
the desiri^i l i ty ratings of short, friendly toA hardworking 
and with ^ e cenBonaess rating of beaatiftCL* 
m 
To sua up, tim p^folars hav» rat«d theaselves as vei l as 
other popoXars ponttLmHy^ i^Mraas mgleeteet and isolates have 
been rated oegatifely. Hegleetees and Isolates h&ym rated 
theasel-res negati-veXy, so has been the otSier neglectees and 
isolates rated by thea. Populars have neither rated theis-
sel-ves nor other popalars negatively on ai^ adjeetive-pair; 
whereas other negleetees and isolates have not b^n rated 
positi-vely by then on any e^jeetiTe-pair. Htegleetees and 
isolates have not giiren a single positi-ve rating to themselves 
as well as to the other negleetees and isolates . On the 
whole, isolates have given more negative ratings than 
negleetees to self as well as to the others. 
Those ehiuracte:i^ties which popttlars suppose are 
present in them, have been rated as iaportant, desirable and 
rare by them; whereas the cti^raeteristics which neglectees 
and imlates siqp^se are present in timm^ have been rated 
either neutral or as un2]]Q)ortant, unde^jrable and rare by thea* 
Pqpiulars' self-ratings are not significantly correlated 
witSi the ratings of others on any of the sixteen adjective-pairs; 
whereas the self-ratings of neglectees and isolates are corraLa-
ted with the ratings of others on certain adjective-pairs. 
Populars* self-ratings are significantly correlated with various 
evaluative rat i i^s , so i s the case with ^If-ratings of nei?lec-
tees and isolates . 
fiHAPTKR r Y 
u: 
D i s c T i a a i Q i f 
I t may be reeall«d that there wexe two naln objeetl'vee 
of the present stody, (a) to find out the difference in self 
and other peroeption of three sociooetric groups v i z . , 
popularsy neglecteea and isolateSf and (b) to discover differ-
ences sBong the three grocqps with r e j e c t to social desira-
bility^ importance and rareness of the descriptive trai ts . 
I t v£Mi surmised that popularity in social groups may 
be due to acquiring of various personality traits vhlGh are 
admired in the society and which help in making the indivi-
dual the ful l center of attention of others. Populars may be 
aware of ^le tredts considered to be desirable. Important 
B.nA rare* and lliis awareness enables them to inculcate in 
their personalities the traits which are required for their 
TMoinatlon as populars. Alternatively, populars may not ha^ ro 
acquired the traits which are desirable and important; they 
may have acquired the ability to present themselves in the 
manr^r which help them in managing positive lapressioitf on 
others. Thos4. who aa« neglectees and isolates might have 
less awareness of the traits which are positively evsluated 
by the members of the society. Consqeuntly, they fa i l to 
adopt sucdi traits and also to manage positive impressions. 
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Another reason of popularity or i t s lack may be the 
differential eiraluatlon of traits I . e . , the difference in tfie 
ratings of snhjects belonging to the three socloaetrlc r^ roups 
with respect to desirability, loportanoe and rareness of trait 
adjeotlTes* 
As far as the relationship of ratings of self and 
others Is «>ncemed, i t vaa expected that popnlars would 
rate thesselTes and other populars favorably and Isolates and 
neglectees less fa-rourably. Lesirar degree of positive iwlf-
evaluation was expected in the case of neglectees and isolates. 
I t was also eitpeeted that neglectees atvi isolates may rate 
others belongJUig to their own soclometric categories less 
positively than otJier populars. I t may be so because other 
persons are per<»lved as the raembera of the growi differing 
along the dioensi^n of acceptability. If this i s «>, ratings 
of self and others shonld have correlation vlih the evaluation 
of traits in tersis of ii^Ksrtance, desirability and rareness. 
Ihe remits of the study clearly support the logical 
•xpectationst Populars, as espected, have rated tiiemselves 
positively. They perceive themselves as good, loyal, powerful, 
neat, hardwortdng, friendly, kind and trustworthy. Isolates 
rated themselves negatively and so did the neglectees, 
although a l i t t l e less than the former group. Altogether, 
isolates perceive themselves as bad, stupid, powerless, lazy. 
1] 
unfriendly, quite, weak, tenee, ete* 
The present finding! seems to be at variance with the 
generally accepted notion of a false-consensus bias in person 
perception (Ross, Greene and House, 1977) i . e . , the tendency 
to view one's behavioral choices as nomative or shared by 
a majority of the population. Accordii^ to the pre^nt study, 
the self was contrasted agaimt others by populars as well as 
by negleotees and iM>lates. Choosing behavior that are 
different frmo the majority may imply that a person* s values 
are abberant* FrcHakin (1970, 1972) deoor^trated that Inhere 
are numerous instances in which the need to be perceived as 
unique overrides the need to be seen as a member of a group. 
The need to be unlqiM i s especially UlGely to be important 
If being unique impl±9B being "bettex'*. Thus, whether the 
self i s seen as more similar or dissimilar to others dei^ ends 
on whether a person i s concerned with having correct values 
or with belf^ characterized by traits that reflect favorably 
on intellectual and social cempetencies. 
In addition, the result of the present study regarding 
the self-perception are in line with the earlier studies for 
exaaple, that of Dahlke (1953). This study, revealed that 
poorly adjusted children (in the present study, neglectees 
and isolates) rate themselves negatively as compared to 
those who are better adjusted. Baron (19?3) find out that 
high soeiometrie-'Statais g i r l s seldom indica te the presence of 
adverse emotionality or a sense of inordinate onvlrorEnental 
demands. They coB^are therasel-ves fairorably with p e e r s , f e s l 
secure in s t a t u s , enjoy group activitd.es and display "systematic" 
behavior infrequently and sppBBT t o h&ve es tabl i shed sat isfac^ 
tory hone and school r e l a t i o n s h i p s . Gi r l s of low sociometric 
s t a tus frequently indica te the presence of adverse eRK}tion&> 
l i t y and a sense of excessive envirooaentail demands and compare 
unfavorably with p e e r s . 
Self-percseption of an individual i s determined by h i s 
smlf-concept, i . e . , h is own worth as an ind iv idua l . People 
often i n t e r p r e t evaluat ions of themselves and the i r behavior 
in ways tha t permit them to enhance or m^n ta in t he i r self-
esteem (Weary and i^kin, 1981). The r e s u l t of the present 
study indicate t h a t dtie to pos i t i ve appraisal of populars 
by o t h e r s , such individuals rai^t have pos i t i ve self-esteem 
based on the ref lec ted self-image and for t h i s reason they might 
have rated themMlves p o s i t i v e l y . I n c o n t r a s t , those who are 
conveyed t h e i r unaeceptabi l i ty (negleetees and i s o l a t e s ) are 
l i k e l y to have low self-esteem due to negatively se l f - r e f l ec t ed 
image and there fore , have rated thems^ves negat ive ly . The 
sel f -concept not only provides a franMswork for the sel f -
percep t ion , but also fo r comprehending the thoughts, feel ings 
and behaviour of otteer people . People may perceive others in 
1 2 L 
sueh a way as to protect or erttiance their coneept of themselves 
(Peterson, 1 9 ^ ) . 
The idea ^ a t there i s a imtaal and reclprooal influence 
between the self-conoept and the perception of others was 
popnlarised by aany earliest theorists (Hall, 1898{ Janes, 
1915l MeDougall, 1921; Mead, 1 9 ^ ) . Person perception research 
doennents that individiials often use t^ ie sarse categories in 
describing other people that they use in describing them-
selires (Dombasoh, Hastorf, Bichardaon, Huszy and Vreeland, 
1956) Higgins, King and Mavin, 1982| Hirsohberg and Jennings, 
1980| Lewn and Varren, 197^ $^ Levicki, 1983t 0*Keff<i, Delia 
and 0*ICeefe, 1977; Shraiinger and Altrochi, 196^)* l a the 
attribution and attitude literature, several effects , some-
tioes contradictory, have been observed. OIM, the false 
consensus effect i s the tendency fbr people to perceive 
similarity, to assume that others f e ^ , think or beiave, as 
they do (e*g«. Fields and Schuman, 1 9 ^ | Ross, Greene and 
House, 1977? Sherman, Presson, Charsin Corty BXA Olshavislcy, 
1983). The other effect i s the tendency to perceive differences 
too sharply contrast to t>»lr own attitude, for exsraple, with 
the attitudes of others when they hold a strong attitude 
position themselves ( e . g . , Marks, 198U-| Sherif and Hovland, 
19611 Steiner and Johnson, 196»*^ t Wellen, 1^»2). The later 
effect has been supported by the results of present study. 
1 '^; 
An iaportant aspect that Influem^is the other perception 
i s the pepceiition of that par t icular group or category to which 
the target person belongs. 
Since in the present sfejdy, subjects yere re quired to 
ra te others belonging to par t icular groups i . e . , populars 
neglectees axA isolateSf i t can be expected, that these others 
may be percei-^d stereotypicaLly. The resul ts have confirtaed 
th i s notion. Other populars hauw been perceived as good, 
beautiful, t a l l , r»at , hardworking, friendly^ tinistworthy and 
loyal , by a l l the grwips, v i z . , populars, neglectees and iso-
l a t e s . Heglectees have been perceived as bad, ugly, short, 
powerless, unfriendly, iiisan, weak, stupid, passive and tense 
collectively by a l l the three groups. I so la tes have been 
perceived as untrustworthy, slow, unfriendly, lazy, u^ly by 
tJie three groups. 
Stereot3rping resul ts froa normal cognitive categorization 
processes that ensue as a resul t of peoples* at tes^ts to deal 
with the enon%>us amount of information ttiey routinely receive 
about other pe<^le (Allport, 195^1 Hamilton, 1979, 1981; Tajfel, 
1969). Discriialnable ci;^s and judgeaiBnts of similarity and 
d i s s l a i l a r i ^ are often u ^ d as the basis for such categoidL-
zation (Cas^l^ll , 19^7) • Hace and gender are the two of t l» 
laore (k»id.nant cues ut i l ized (Taylor, 1981). 
^z: 
Although fanetional for tfas pereelver, the categorization 
of Individuals as VnB members of a grocQ) has been shown to have 
negati^ biasing eonseqaeoees for perceptions of, and behavior 
toward the categorised individuals* Such categorisation 
processes are found to underlie intergrocq^ diseriaination 
effects (Bre%rery 19791 Stephen, 1985| and Wilder, 198l) and 
the perc^ivers overestimation of the differences between 
categories (Tajfel, 1969)* Thus, neiftjera of specific croups 
view thenselves as being different froa aembers of other 
groups* Ingroups are assigned rewards (Billing and Tajfel, 
1973)9 attributed more positive characteristics (Rabble and 
Horovits, 19^9) and axe treated more favorn^ly (Allen and 
Wilder, 1975). In ths context of present study, this i s 
true for populars only* 
I t was logical to expect that populars may rate the 
traits as iaqportant, desirable and rare, which Vamy attribute 
to themselves! vliereas neglectees and isolates may rate those 
eharacterlsties as unis^ortant, undesirable and common, which 
they tihink, they possess* The resxlts of the study Imply that 
populars perceived themselves as possessing the traits l ike 
go<^, loyal, povrarful, hardwortlng, kind, neat, friendly and 
trustworthy and they have evaluated soma of the TO traits as 
important, some as desirable and warm as the both, a l l these 
traits have also been evaluated by populars as rare. !feglee-
tees have perceived themselves as powerless, quite, weak and 
1') 
tense and haTe e-valtiated these t ra i t s» e i ther as neutral or 
unlaaportantf undesirable but *rare»- Isola tes have perceived 
theiasel'Tes as bad* stupid, ugly, passi-ve, powerless, lazy, 
tense, etc* and h a ^ evaluated a l l tli^se characterist ics as 
unin^Kjrtaiit/undesirable but 'uncoimaon* • 
The logical eiqpectation that p^imlars may evaluate 
the character is t ics as inportant, desirable and rare , which 
thiqr a t t ^ b u t e to ttiemselves, has been exported by the 
p r e ^ n t s^iKiy. The e^qpecta^Lon that aei^ectees and isolates 
may evaluate the t r a i t s as uniiq>ortant, undesirable and coaBoon, 
has been par t i a l ly supported* Although neglectees and isola tes 
have rated the characteris t ics vhLch they possess as uninipor> 
tant and uiKiesirsble, but slaultaneously they have rated thera 
as unconsion* 
As far as the intercorrelatlon asio!^ the self and ottier 
ratings i s concerned, i t i s obvious frora the result that 
populars* s«lf-ratings are iwt significantly correlated with 
the ra t i r^s of others, although they have rated other populars 
positively* I t may be so becauM populars in a l l circumstances, 
want to remain unique* Hegleetees* and isolates* se l f - ra t i r^s 
are sigrdficantly correlated with the ratings of others on 
certain t ra i t -pa i rs* Inter-correlat ions among the self and 
the evaluative r e t i r e s has brought to l igh t that a l l the three 
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grocqps* self-ratings are significantly oozrelated with the 
etaluative ratings of various trai ts . 
To (»>nclu(le9 there i s midb. empirLcal eyidence to axpport 
the contention that socic^etric status of a person plays an 
enonaoas role in his self-peroeptlon as vei l as in the percep-
tion of others* The evaluation of traits as Inportant, 
desirsble and rare differ along witfa ths dliaension of 
acceptability in the social group* 
CHAPTER , VI 
s u ?i a A fl Y 
12o 
Haa Is a social animal* He ll-vss In and, consequently, 
beeches the steaber of different social groups. These groups 
are webs of social relationships* Social relat ions are estab> 
lished through interaction betv«en the various members of the 
grouqp* To understand the nature of human interpersonal behavior, 
has been the cotteem of thinfesrs over centuries. Pliilosophers 
have expressed a keen Interest in tt» nature ajid origins of 
human social behaviour* IrKieed, Plato and Aristotle Dald 
considerable attention to raany aspects of social int^rnction. 
However, the systeiaatie investigation of group structure 
and the individuals place in i t had i t s origin in the work of 
Moxreno, "Who Shall Survive?" The technicjie of socioawtry deve-
loped by him is used for identifying certain clique struclaires 
within groups, and also for assessing an individual 's social 
s tatus in a given group. Thus, an individual can be a 
popular* a neglectee or an Isolate (Moreno, 19M )^» An interest-
ing era in the f ie ld , however, began %*ien several liaportant 
variables were related to tiie sociometric status of the Individ 
dual* l ^ i r i c s l s t i f l e s have shown that physical a t t ract iver^ss , 
intel l igence, age, sex, social c lass , race, in te res t s , values 
and personality character is t ics have significant relationships 
with the soclcMaetrlc status of an individual (Jenninj»s, 19'>2; 
Vteber, t9?6i Borg, 1958| Hartip, 1976| Gottman, 1977J e t c . ) . 
7 9"' 
BeTlevlng Urn llterataife^ one wonders that person percep-
tion processes - processes by vhioh sen cones to know and to 
tiiink about other persons, their characteristics, qualities, 
and inner states-has been ignored* Our perceptions of other 
persons set the s t ^ e for our later interaetions with them. 
That i s , our pere^tloiffi of their feelings, aoti^res, intentions 
and oharacteristies strongly affect the way we resist to and with 
them. Indeed, i t i s hard to ioagine any aspect of our social 
relations which Is *not* strongly affected by such perceptions. 
I t was suraised that popularltgr in social groups may be 
due to ac(|airir% of Yarlous personality t i^i ts which are admired 
in the society. l a other words populars may be aware of the 
traits considered to be desirable, iB9M>rtfiAt and rare, and this 
awareness ensiles them to incoleate in their personalities the 
traits which are re(|uired for their ncndLnatlon as populars. 
Consecpiently, the present study was <K>ndacted with the following 
objeotiTSs* 
a) to find out the differemse in w l f and oliier perception of 
populars, negleetees and isolates , and 
b) to discover the difference among the three sociometrie groups 
with respect to social desirability, inportanoe and rareness. 
1 • > ' . 
II 
Three sooiooetrlc groups, each coo^risiag of ^0 subjects, 
Identified from vBoag ihe four hacidred and f i fty students of 
class 9th and 10th froa three schools, made the saQ|)le of this 
study. 
Socionetric stat%is of each subject was determined by the 
administration of socloaetrio test using three choices and three 
criteria. A l^par rs adjeetlTe l i s t vas used to measure the 
self- and otl^r perception* For the trait eTsluation measure* 
flwnts, a l i s t of yz adjectives (unfolded froa 16 pairs) was used. 
The data was analysed with the help of the following 
stat ist ical teehniquas* 
a) The t - tes t was used for the slgnifioan^ of differences in 
self fluid other perception of the tluree groups and also for 
the significance of difference anong the evaluation ratings 
(tf three groups* 
b) Pearson's coefficient oorrelatlon was obtained aoong the 
self and other ratiI^;s and evaluation ratings of the three 
groups separately. 
12J 
fbe analysis of the data has revealsd that there Is 
difference in self as vei l as other perception of populars, 
neglectees and isolates* Difference has alw> been found among 
the three groups with regard to the trait eraOLuation* Populars 
ha^ re rated thetsMlTSS and other populars positively, \^ereas, 
negleetees and isolates have been rated negatively by thBm. 
Kegleetees and isolates have rated thenselves as well as the 
other neglectees wid isolates negatively* Those traits which 
populars suppose are pre^nt in tlaam^ have been evaluated as 
important, desirable and uaeomcion by tl»m, whereas, the traits 
which neglectees sM isolates suppose are present in them, have 
been perceived as unioportantf undesirable cuad unconsnon by 
them* Populars* self ratings are not significantly correlated 
with the ratings of others* 
The results of the study support the logical expectation 
that popularity in social groups may be due to the acquiring 
of tliese permnali^ traits , which are adtaired in the society* 
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Age Class Section 
School/College City 
lott hair* «o mBnj c lass-fel lovs. You l ike some of your 
elass-f^Hows Tery such* t<m would be happy to do certain 
act ivit ies with those of yoar diss-ffellows whon you like very 
mich* Below are given soae qpMstloas ahont your choices of 
class-fellows yoo l i t e aaohy please answer thsM* 
1. Which three students froo this class room would you like 
to have as sitting cxmpmaioiff 
1 . 
?-• 
3* 
r> • ^liich t^iree students of tixis elasS'^ rooiB would you like to 
play wii^ during reeess la SehoolT 
1 . 
3. 
Which three stodents of this elass-roosi would you l i t e to 
do a cLass-assigiuasnt vitli yoaT 
1 . 
2 . 
3. 
- r? -
A££SB2IXJJ1 
Han* Bell Ho. 
Class Sdiool/College 
Fsv days baek yoa and ycmr dLasmates were required to 
Indleats the etaolce of friends in different sitnatlons* On tbe 
basis of your req^nses, I have Identified time eategories of 
iK^s Tic*, (1) boys who are IDosd by most of the elassmates, 
(2) boys iih0 are likad by fev elassaiates» and (3) boys who are 
not llJmi by otiiers as sitt ing eoggpanions, play-mates, etc* 
Today «e are going to (to sweething different. Below i s 
given a l i s t of opposite pairs of adjectives. Using each pair of 
opposite adjectives, yoa have to give axobers froa 1 to 5 to 
indicate your judgement about tlie characteristics of different 
persons* Tou have to assign numbers according to the system 
given belovt 
SXAMPLBt PAla. flf AAim^t±^n t IPCg-OKmCg 
1. If you have to indicate that ths persons i s very unlucky, 
v i te 1. 
2 , I f you have to indicate that the person i s someiAiat unlucky, 
vrite 2 . 
3* I f you have to indicate that the person i s neither unlucky 
nor lucky, vrite 3* 
- XTi -
h» I f you h«99 to Indie ate that tba paraoa la sooevhat Xucky, 
irrlta H-, 
5« I f yoa hava to lodleato tiiat tiia peraoa la vary l u c ^ , 
vrlte 5» 
Hov yoia ara fcgitrnd to daaerlba yooraalf by giving 
noabars on aaeh pair of adjactivaa. Aftar daaeribing yoursalf, 
you hava to jvdga tha qaalitiai of your throa daaa-matass 
I ) Tba boy whoa you think wil l ba prafarad by most of tha 
elasa-fallova for a l l tha threa aetlvltiaat Aa their 
sitt ing coapaitLoB, aa play-oata and aa a partner for 
doing a elasaoasaignaant. Write tha nana of tha boy 
on the top of tha 1st eoloBn. 
II) Tha boy whoa you think v i l l ba prafarad by fav of hia 
(Aaasfallows for a l l the thraa aotivitleat Aa t te ir 
sitting ooBQ>anion, as play-amta and as a partner for 
doing a claaa-aaaignmant. Write the neoe of tha boy 
on tiM top of tha II (wltian* 
i n ) The boy \Aum yon think v i U not ba prafarad by anyone 
for a l l tha thrae aetiTltiass As their s i t t ing cooq>Gnlon, 
as plfl^-aata and aa a peurtner in tha class^assigniKnt. 
Write the naiee of the boy on the top of Hm III column. 
- X T U -
Pairi of Ad3«otl-w Stlf I II III 
lO Bad-Oood 
2) Disloyal-Loyal 
3) Stapld«Clater 
W) trgIy->B«8utifttl 
5) Short-Tall 
6) Passifa-Activo 
7) Slow-Fast 
8) Powerles8-Po%rerfal 
9) Dlrty.Hsat 
10) Lasy*aard-vorklng 
11) Unfrlandly-Frleadly 
12) Qalt9*L(md 
13) Maao-Kiiia 
m-)Veak - Strong 
15) Untnist»»orttiy-Trusti«rt!iy 
16) Belaxod-Tenso 
Maatt BoU Ha* 
Class Sflliool/CoIIogs 
Last tlfltt^ vhsn I -flsltsd you, joa vere rsqulred to desorlbs 
yourself and thrse other boys of your elass in teras of pairs of 
opposite adjeeti'ves* Hbv, I mn presenting you the same adjec-
tives one by one and net in pairs* This tiav yon are requested 
to indicate how BRKA the personal quality described by each 
adjec t ive i s *IMPORTAllT.UlfDfPORTAliT| •DSSIRABLE-UIDSSIRABLE*; 
and fCOMMOB-nNCXJMIION*. The Meaning of thsse terms i s given 
be lows 
I ) TMPQRTAHT^ HIMPQHTAliTt 
An inojiortant characteristic i s one, whose presence or 
absence in an individual on the whole aake his a different type 
of person* Against this , an ualaportant diaracteristic i s one 
whose proMnee or absence in an individaal on the whole, will 
make a l i t t l e difference ia what type of a persion i s he* 
II ) I^ TyrTBft^ T.TLjy*^ ^^ "*^ *^ 
In every society, certain oiiaraeteriaties are eonsidex»ed 
to be desirable, while soaeother characteristics are thought to 
be undesirablU e*g*, honesty is considered to be a desirable 
- zii: > 
eharaeterlstie, whit«, dlidioiwsty Is thcns^t to be an undesirable 
one. 
I l l ) gO]iffi?IH?»gOI1HQ«t 
Sow charaeterlstles are found in nost of the persons, 
vhile s<aMotter (^araoterietles are found only In few individuals. 
For exaaple, aost of the pereons "loreP* their children, while 
-fery fev people are **genlair* 
Belov i s gi-fen the l i s t of adjeetifes and the ocAuans in 
vhioh you haire to write your ratings* Talcing eadh adjective, 
you have to give nuabers froa I t o ^ t e i t s o a s t o indicate 
your judgweent about i t s 'Iflqportanee-Uni^portanee*, 
'Desirability-undesiraibility* and 'ConnonBess-J^ncoinionness*. Tou 
have to assign nunbers aeeording to the systen given belows 
I) ;riiPQrt«ngfa«T?BlMmQrtanoe» 
If you have to indicate that honesty i s very iaportant, 
write 5, i f you have to indieate ^ a t honesty Is sooevhat iopor-
tant, write h* I f you have to indieate that honesty i s neither 
i8q;>ortant nor uni!q>ortant, write 3* I f you have to indicate that 
honesty i s sooewhat uniflportant, write 2« I f you have to indica-
te that honesty i s very unlBq>ortant, write 1« 
II) Piiirahla - gnflniiribla* 
I f you have to ladieato that honesty i s very deslrabls, 
write 5* ^f you have to indicate that honesty i s scnaevhat 
desirable, write h* I f you haw to indicate tiiat honesty i s 
neither desirable nor undeslraibley write 3* If you ha-ve to 
indicate that honesty i s soaevhat undesirable, write 2, I f 
you hate to indicate that honesty Is very undesirable, write 1, 
III) GQBBIQB-TIn#»fWBmftni 
I f you have to indicate that honesty i s very concson, 
write 5- If you have to indicate that honesty i s s<»aewhat 
eoianon, write U>. I f you have to indicate that honesty i s 
TWither comnon nor uncoomon, widte 3« I f you have to indicate 
that honesty i s soo^^at un^msony write 2« If you have to 
indicate that honesty is very unooBuaon, write 1 • 
List of MJectives j Important { Desirable I Coanon-i TJninportant|T7ndesirabIe)UncoBEK>n 
« » 
1) Bad 
2) Good 
3) Loyal 
h) Disloyal 
5) Slow 
6) Fast 
7) Dirty 
8> Jfeat Contd, 
- xxl -
List of Adjeetlves { laqportant I D^sirabls | Coanon-
^ [ Palapertaa^ Pnd»slrabl» j OncoHanon 
9) Laay 
10) Hard-vorklng 
11) Powerless 
12) Powerful 
13) Passive 
1W Active 
iy) Short 
16) TaU 
17) tJgly 
18) Beautiftil 
19) Stupid 
20) Clever 
21) Unfriendly 
22) Friendly 
23) <^ite 
2h) Loud 
2^) Mean 
26) Kind 
27) >feak 
28) Strong 
29) Untrustworthy 
30) Trustworthy 
31) Relaxed 
32) Tense 
